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There 's more than good taste in your favorite Ben & Jerry's 
flavor-there's also an ecologically responsible manufac-
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"If something is sustainable, it means we can go on doing it 
indefinitely. If it isn't, we can't." 
-Jonathon Porritt, British columnist, author, and environmental advisor to 
HRH The Prince of Wales' Business and the Environment Programme 
The fascination with spinning tops dates back thousands of years: the 
dreidel, used to play a traditional Hanukkah game; the art of koma asobi (top spin-
ning), a pastime enjoyed by the Japanese; tsa !in (tops), spun by Chinese children. 
In Shakespeare's time, English villagers would keep warm on cold days by spinning 
a large top in the town square. The U.S. Patent Office granted one of the earliest 
toy patents to the spinning top. 
A quick snap of the thumb and fingers, several pushes on a plunger, or a 
pull on a rope, will set a top spinning and hopping about. But, without a constant 
supply of energy, the spinning must give in to fric-
tion and gravity. The energy needed to mobilize a 
simple spinning top symbolizes the focus of this 
issue: the sustainability of the resources needed to 
keep our cars running, our homes comfortable, our 
businesses viable. In the United States, the energy 
crises of 1973 and 1979 provided us with strong 
indications and warning signs that oil did not come 
from bottomless wells; today, petroleum inventories 
are low and the rising costs of heating oil and gaso-
line are hitting consumers hard. Too, brownouts 
and blackouts have provided critical evidence that 
our demands for electricity are overwhelming our 
current delivery systems. 
For insights into the topic of energy-both 
sustainable and renewable-we look to the work of 
WPI students, faculty, and alumni. Last year's solar 
energy IQP, in which solar panels were installed on 
the roof of Morgan Hall, has been so successful that 
it will be used in teaching engineering in the nation's 
public schools. Extending the life of electric grids 
is the mission of a team of students and faculty who are developing computer 
models to forecast the costs and benefits of retrofitting National Grid USA's 
distribution network. 
For insights into the world energy crisis, we interviewed longtime energy and 
environmental policy advisor Jack Siegel '68. The future of our oil-dependent cars 
and trucks is analyzed by David Friedman '92, research director of the Union of 
Concerned Scientists' Clean Vehicles Program. We take a look at the viability of 
wind power provided by turbine generators and solar technology to power homes-
discussed, respectively, by Paul Gaynor '87, of UPC Wind Management, and James 
Kachadorian '61, founder of Green Mountain Homes. And we combine one of 
summer's coolest treats-ice cream-with insights from Ben & Jerry's director of 
engineering, Pete Gosselin '85, into how the company is run in the most ecologi-
cally responsible manner possible while upholding product quality and profitability. 
And there's more, including an in-depth look at WPI's Wall Street Project 
Center, which teams students with such firms as Lehman Brothers, Morgan Stanley, 
JP Morgan, and Deutsche Bank, and a look back at the inauguration of WPI's 
15th president and the graduation of the Class of 2005. I hope you enjoy this issue. 
We welcome your thoughts and feedback. 
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Transformed 
I really enjoy Transformations. I read about people I know and learn 
fascinating information. Nice work. 
WPI: from the outside in 
Danielle LaMarre Degnan '89 
Canton , Mass . 
In April my son, Max, who will attend WPI as a freshman this 
fall, and I took Amtrak from Milwaukee to Worcester to attend the 
merit-scholarship breakfast and visit the campus. I'd say we had 
about as much fun on the long train ride as a teen and his graying, 
mid-50s mother can have together. Once we reached Massachusetts 
and visited WPI, what most interested me were the people we met. 
There was something about their willingness to talk, with on-the-
quick humor, energy, and attention. They really cared .. . at WPI 
and elsewhere. To generalize-and I hate to do that-I'd say that we 
Midwesterners, while certainly fun-loving and hardy, are also kind 
of cautious and careful. Out Worcester way, folks seemed a bit more 
passionate, outgoing, and creative. Maybe we just visited on a good 
day, I don't know. 
When we returned home, I read in the Wisconsin Outdoor 
Report: "Loons have returned to northern lakes and have been very 
vocal at night. Ospreys are on their nesting platforms in northern 
Wisconsin and the first Canada goose goslings have been reported 
in the south .... Spring peepers and wood and chorus frogs are still 
calling. In the north, tamarack tree needles are emerging from the 
buds . . .. " Well, you get the picture. Maybe there is no place like home, 
at least in spring, and at least when home is our wonderful Wisconsin. 
But WPI and its environs sure seem kind of wonderful, too. 
A word to our readers 
Lynn Kuhns, WPI '09 parent 
Winneconne, Wis. 
After the Spring 2005 issue of Transformations was mailed, we 
discovered that an old mailing list had been used by our vendor. 
Image Mail Management has issued an apology to the magazine 
and its readers. Please accept our apologies as well for any 
inconvenience. - Ed. 
Editor's note: The following e-mail was received by President 
Dennis Berkey. We have the author's permission to share this 
with our readers. 
Last Wednesday [April 20] my family stopped at your school to view 
the campus and get some information about admissions. My older 
daughter, Chrystina, is a high school junior and will be attending 
college soon; WPI was on her list of colleges to view. We arrived late 
and the admissions office was just closing, but we did manage to get 
some information about your great school. We then went back to 
our vehicle, which was parked on the street under the footbridge. 
We were talking to a student and my wife happened to mention 
that we had arrived late and were not able to take the "official" tour. 
Another student was walking by and promptly did a 180-degree 
turn. He said that he had overheard my wife's comment and that 
he would be willing to give us a tour of the school, even though it 
was well after hours. Peter Kay, one of your junior students, then 
spent the next hour taking me, my wife, and daughters around the 
campus, beaming with pride as we approached each building. He 
managed to get us into a dorm so my daughter could see the rooms, 
and we saw the cafeteria, a classroom, and many other places of 
interest. Peter was thoroughly professional in his presentation. In 
this day and age it was refreshing to meet a student who so dearly 
loved his school. I'm not sure whether my daughter will choose 
WPI, but I do know that the quality of student that we saw there 
will make it high on her list. 
Write to us 
Charlie Cappello 
Northford , Con n. 
We welcome your letters. Please include your full name, year 
of graduation, and current address. The editor reserves the right 
to determine the suitability of letters for publication and to edit 
them for accuracy and length. We regret that not all letters can 
be published. 
E-mail: transformations@wpi.edu 
Fax: 508-831-5820 
Mail: Editor, Transformations 
WPI 
100 Institute Road 
Worcester, MA 01609-2280 
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Dennis D. Berkey was formally inaugurated as WPl's 15th 
president and chief executive officer on May 20 during a ceremony 
on the campus quadrangle . The historic occasion was witnessed by 
more than 700 alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff, government 
officials, and representatives from the business, not-for-profit, and 
civic communities . The program featured a keynote address by U.S. 
Senator Edward M . Kennedy and President Berkey's inaugural address. 
The centerpiece of the ceremony was the formal investiture of the 
president, led by F. William Marshall, chairman of the WPI Board of 
Trustees . Marshall was assisted by Robert E. Kinicki, secretary of the 
WPI faculty and associate professor of computer science, and Kent J. 
Rissmiller, chair of the WPI Committee on Governance and associate 
professor of social science and policy studies. The newly installed 
president was presented with the symbols of his authority, including 
the university's original charter and the Presidential Medallion . 
As his first official act, President Berkey bestowed the university's 
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highest honor, the WPI Presidential Medal , on Senator Kennedy, 
U.S. Representative James P. McGovern, and WPI Dean Emeritus of 
Undergraduate Studies William R. Grogan . 
In his address, Berkey reflected on the past and looked to the future . He 
said that he accepted the WPI presidency because of his belief in the 
power of science and mathematics education to prepare young people 
for success and achievement in a variety of fields, and because WPl's 
approach to education, "centered on science and technology, 
complemented and enriched by the other fine and liberal arts and by 
programs in management, seems to me about as good as it gets in 
higher education ." 
The university's strong sense of community, and the high regard in 
which the university is held by students, alumni, faculty, and staff, 
also deeply impressed WPl's 15th president and encouraged him 
during his first year on campus. "I hope to be the kind of president 
who is worthy of an institution as loved as WPI," he said . 
In looking at the role of higher education in the coming years, 
Berkey stressed the importance of leadership and learning and how 
WPI is well positioned to impart these crucial skills on its talented 
student body. "I believe that WPI today has a greater opportunity to 
make a difference in our nation, and in the world , than ever before . 
This university stands squarely astride the major forces that are 
changing the world with its project-enriched education centered on 
science and technology, enhanced and made complete by the ways 
and works of the arts and humanities, and expanded in perspective 
by the global program experiences." 
Berkey provided a glimpse of how the university will build on its 
strengths in the years ahead through a broadening of WPl's 
academic programs-including a bachelor of arts degree 
(to complement the existing bachelor of science) and the development 
of interdisciplinary programs that link the humanities and arts with 
technological disciplines through investments in forward-looking 
research- in the life sciences and fields related to health care and 
Clockwise from far left, President Berkey acknowledges the applause of the 
audience and the stage party (including, at left, Worcester Mayor Timothy 
Murray and Senator Edward Kennedy, and, at right, former WPI President 
Edmund Cranch); bagpipers and drummers from the Worcester Fire Brigade, 
who led the processional; President Berkey and his wife, Catharine, march in 
the recessional; representing the oldest of the nearly 50 colleges, universities, 
and learned societies that sent delegates to the ceremony were WPI trustee 
Howard Jacobson, left, (Harvard University, founded in 1636), and Spencer 
Timm (College of William and Mary, founded in 1693). 
medicine, and through new facilities, including a life sciences 
research building at Gateway Park, adjacent to downtown Worcester 
(see page 8), and a sports and recreation complex. 
In his keynote speech, Senator Kennedy said, "Dennis is my kind 
of president. His impressive 30-year career as a professor and 
administrator promoting excellence makes him an ideal choice to 
lead WPI , with its strong tradition as a university that continues to 
raise the bar on excellence year after year." 
He went on to stress the importance of technological education in 
today's complex world . "The future is ours to build, and WPI is building 
it. You 're looking beyond the narrow horizon of today to the needs of 
tomorrow. WPI is a modern university built on New England tradition, 
and your graduates are helping a ll of us build a brighter future ." 
Learn more about the inaugural event and read the full text of President 
Berkey's address at www.wpi.edu/+inauguration. 
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More Buzz 
WPl's 137th Commencement was held on Saturday, May 21 -
it was the first to be led by President Dennis D. Berkey. During the 
outdoor ceremonies on a breezy spring day, the university officially 
conferred 616 bachelor's degrees, 252 master's degrees, and 22 
Ph .D. degrees. 
Keynote speaker Ray Kurzweil was commended for three decades as 
an inventor, entrepreneur, author, and futurist with the awarding of 
an honorary doctor of science degree. Robert L. Diamond '56, who 
was recognized for his lifetime of innovation and entrepreneurship, 
most notably as the inventor of Caller ID, received an honorary degree 
of doctor of engineering , and Henry C. Lee, who was honored for 
his 46-year career as one of the world 's foremost forensics experts, 
contributing to more than 8,000 criminal cases, received an 
honorary doctor of science degree. 
In his address, Kurzweil described three great revolutions : in genetics, 
which promises new biotechnology techniques to extend life; in 
nanotechnology, which can be applied to areas such as solar 
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research to meet future energy needs; and in robotics, which can be 
used to expand artificial intelligence at the human level. 
He concluded his remarks by offering graduates advice for the future, 
noting that " in order to create knowledge, you need passion. You ' re 
the only one who can determine your success or failure . If you have 
a passion ... see it throug h to success . And, never give in ." 
After the degrees were conferred, President Berkey delivered a final 
message to the graduating class . " I am confident that you will live 
lives not only of high ach ievement, but of great personal satisfaction," 
he said . "And do not go quietly. Question everything , remembering 
and using the critical skills that you developed in your classes and 
projects, and in debates with your facu lty and fellow students. And 
despite Thoreau 's advice, pay attention to the ballot box as well as 
to the man on the street. You are well prepared to determine and 
contribute to leadership at all levels ." 
For more about Commencement, go to www.wpi.edu/ +commencement. 
At the top right, President Berkey presents an honorary doctorate to forensics 
expert Henry Lee; below, Provost Carol Simpson, with the ceremon ia l mace, 
and graduates who completed Army, Air Force, and Navy ROTC programs 
take the Armed Forces oath of office; center, right, author and futur ist Ray 
Kurzwei l delivers the Commencement add ress. 
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More Buzz 
Groundbreaking Ceremony for First Building at Gateway Park 
Ground was broken on June 27 for Worcester's Gateway Park 
redevelopment project, which is turning a former industrial brownfield 
into an 11-acre, mixed-use, life sciences-based park where WPI will 
locate its life sciences and bioengineering facilities . The project's 
first building, the WPI Life Sciences and Bioengineering Center, is 
scheduled to open in early 2007. The four-story facility, located at 
60-68 Prescott Street, will consist of new construction to house 
modern laboratories and support facilities , and a renovated former 
industrial building to provide space for offices, meeting rooms, and 
other amenities. Construction is a joint development of WPI and 
the Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDC) . 
Prominent guests at the groundbreaking included U.S. Senator 
Edward Kennedy, U.S. Representative James McGovern, EPA Deputy 
Top of page, speakers at the ceremony included, 
from left, Senator Edward Kennedy and Worcester 
City Manager Michael O'Brien. Below, among the 
participants helping with the groundbreaking duties 
were, from left, Congressman James McGovern, 
WPI President Dennis Berkey, Worcester Business 
Development Corporation President David Forsberg, 
and Mayor Timothy Murray. 
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Regional Administrator Ira Leighton, Worcester City Manager Michael 
O'Brien, and Worcester Mayor Timothy Murray. " Initiating 
construction at Gateway Park signals our confidence in the ultimate 
success of this important component of downtown Worcester's 
development," said President Dennis Berkey at the groundbreaking . 
"It is a significant step forward for WPI, for the partnership with the 
WBDC, and for the city. Locating our life sciences and 
bioengineering research and graduate programs in state-of-the-art 
facilities will bring an important scientific core to this development, 
which will enrich WPl's educational efforts and attract potential 
collaborators to the site, both academic and corporate ." 
For more information about Gateway Park, go to www.wpi.edu 
/ News/ Releases/ 20045 / gatewayceremony. html. 
Reunion Weekend 2005 
There were smiles all around as alumni and friends from the classes of 
'40, '45, '50, '55 , '60, '65 , '70, '75, '80, and '85 returned to campus 
June 10-12 to mark milestone reunions, reminisce with classmates, share 
some cheer at hospitality suites, receptions, and banquets, march in the 
Reunion Parade, learn something new in Alumni College sessions, present 
President Dennis Berkey with generous class gifts, and celebrate the 
recipients of distinguished alumni awards and the new members of the 
50-Year Associates . View more photos at alumni. wpi.edu. 
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More Buzz 
Avaya Chairman and CEO Elected Chair of WPl's Board of Trustees 
Donald K. Peterson '71 , chai rman and CEO of Avaya Inc ., a leading 
global provider of communications networks and services for bus i-
nesses, has been elected the 20th cha ir 
of the WPI Board of Trustees. He succeeds 
F. William Marshall, who has served as 
chair since 2003 . 
Peterson wi ll lead the university's 35-
member board in its role as owner and 
overseer of the university. He brings a 
strong business, management, and 
financial background to the post, ch iefly 
in the telecommunications industry. 
Peterson became president and CEO 
of Avaya when it was spun off from 
Lucent Technologies in 2000; he was 
later named chairman . In 2002 , he 
was recognized as "CEO of the Year" 
by Frost & Sullivan, a strategic marketing 
consulting and training firm . The award 
lauded Peterson for leading Avaya through an outstanding year 
while the telecommun ications industry as a whole contracted sharply. 
Since leading Avaya through its launch as a fully independent 
company, Peterson has restructured the firm for fiscal stability, 
invested in key growth areas, and led a successful effort to extend 
market leadersh ip by bui ld ing a new global brand . 
"Don Peterson's impressive career of achievement and entrepre-
neurial leadership, in roles of global reach and profound importance 
to the communications industry, makes him extremely well suited to 
lead this distinguished university and to provide a standard aga inst 
which our students can model their own career aspirations," said 
President Dennis Berkey. "A loyal alumnus and active member of the 
Board of Trustees, Don understands well the uniqueness and value of 
our project-enriched approach to education centered on engineering 
and science, the importance of our research programs, and WPl 's 
role in regional economic development. We are honored and most 
fortunate to have him as our new chairman ." 
Peterson began his career in telecommunications with Nortel 
Networks and advanced through a number of key financial, sales, 
and general management positions in the Un ited States and Canada, 
serving as CFO until his appointment to pres ident of Nortel 
Communications Systems Inc . Later, he served as CFO of AT&T's 
Communications Services Group until AT&T divested Lucent and 
he became its CFO. 
A native of Worcester, Peterson earned a B.S. in mechanical 
engineering at WPI and an MBA at the Tuck School of Business 
at Dartmouth College. He is a member of the Council on Foreign 
Relations and the World Economic Forum, the board of overseers 
of the Tuck School, the board of trustees of Teachers Insurance & 
Annuity Association of America (TIAA), and is a trustee for the 
Committee for Econom ic Development. 
New Admissions Building ••• 
New Vision for the Quadrangle 
Construction of the Bartlett Center, future home to admissions and 
financial aid, is making a new vision of the quadrangle a reality-
one that removes parking and creates a large, pedestrian-friendly 
green zone adjacent to residence halls and athletic facilities . The 
Georgian Revival design style, evident in nearby Sanford Riley Hall , 
will include an exterior brick finish installed with significant details, 
windows, and glass, enhanced by cast stone and slate details . The 
building will sit slightly above the surrounding grade, accessible by 
cast concrete stairs and ramps . Its main entrance will be on the east 
side, near the landmark Beech Tree Circle . Visitors will enter a large 
reception lobby, with a seating area for 35 people; also planned 
are a 40-seat presentation area and several conference and meeting 
rooms. The building, made possible by a donation from James L. 
Bartlett Jr. ' 39 and his wife, Shirley, is schedu led to open in May 
2006. The Bartlett Center is registered with the U.S. Green Building 
Council and has been designed using sustainable design principles 
under the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design program . 
Stay up-to-date with the progress of construction at www.wpi .edu 
/ About/ Bartlett/. 
Fire Protection Engineering 
Becomes a Department 
At a Town Hall meeting held this spring, Provost Carol Simpson 
announced that the university's internationally recognized Fire 
Protection Engineering program was being elevated to the status of a 
full department. The program was created in 1979, when WPI began 
offering the nation 's first master's degree in fire protection engineering 
through its Center for Firesafety Studies. 
Simpson also announced that Kathy A. Notarianni '86, '88, the 
former director of the Center for Firesafety Studies, was appointed 
head of the new department and named a tenured associate 
professor of fire protection eng ineering . Notarianni plans a number 
of initiatives, including updating the curriculum, enhancing the 
department's Ph .D. program, and establishing a center for fire 
research to build an active and productive research program . 
"Since its founding 26 years ago, our program has developed an 
outstanding international reputation for educating leaders in the field 
of fire protection engineering," she noted . "As we move forward 
in our second quarter-century, the goals will be to maintain the 
momentum w ithin the curriculum and to grow an internationally 
known research program in a broad range of fire protection 
engineering and interdisciplinary areas ." 
In May, the department strengthened its ties with commercial and 
industrial property insurer FM Global, building on a working rela-
tionship well into its third decade, by extending their collaborative 
fire research agreement through 2007. FM Global will continue to 
provide support for the FM Global Scholar, Nicholas Dembsey, 
associate professor of fire protection engineering, and a WPI 
graduate student. Since 2003 , FM Global has contributed more than 
$600,000 in equipment and funding to WPI, including state-of-the-art 
fire propagation apparatus for WPl's fire science laboratory. 
Young Faculty Shine in 
Their Careers 
This spring, the National Science Foundation's most prestigious honor 
for new faculty members-the Faculty Early Career Development 
(CAREER) Award-was given to three WPI assistant professors: Donald 
R. Brown, electrical and computer engineering; Neil T. Heffernan, 
computer science; and Jennifer L. Wilcox, chemical engineering . 
Each received grants of approximately $400,000 in recognition of 
their potential as promising researchers and educators-teacher-
scholars who are most likely to become academic leaders of the 21st 
century. Since 1995, 19 WPI professors have won CAREER Awards . 
Brown is undertaking a five-year research program to investigate and 
develop new, more efficient and reliable cellular phone and sensor 
networks using cooperative communication systems in coordinating 
resource allocation and synchronization. Heffernan's research project 
focuses on the creation of a Web-based intelligent tutoring system to 
help 8th grade students and teachers prepare for the math portion 
of the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment Survey (MCAS) . 
Wilcox's project aims to aid in preventing volatile metals selenium 
and arsenic from releasing into the atmosphere due to the flue gases 
of coal combustion . 
Donald Brown, Neil Heffernan, and Jennifer Wilcox 
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By Rachel Faugno 
More and more, college campuses 
are embracing alternative energy. Last 
year, an Interactive Qualifying Project 
to promote awareness of sustainable 
energy-specifically, solar energy-
throughout Worcester County resulted 
in a greening of the WPI campus . "This 
is a nice step forward in green energy 
at WPI," says Brian King, project co-
advisor and assistant professor of 
electrical and computer engineering 
(ECE), about the installation of solar 
panels on the roof of Morgan Hall. 
The four-panel installation, which is 
connected to the power grid in the 
building, generates roughly one kW-
the energy required to light ten 100-
watt lightbulbs-of clean, renewable 
power. "But the larger purpose of the 
project," adds King, "was to generate 
awareness of sustainable energy on 
campus and throughout the Worcester 
community. There's a lack of know-
ledge about these issues that we wanted 
to address through the project's 
educational component." 
Student research showed that sustainable 
energy accounts for less than l percent 
of global power production. Sources 
such as wind and solar power, which 
conserve natural resources and produce 
minimal pollution, are costly to imple-
ment and require substantial installation 
space. Furthermore, federal funding for 
sustainable energy development has 
decreased in recent years . According 
to project advisor Rick Vaz, associate 
professor of ECE, "One way to address 
the problem is to build public support for 
research and development of environ-
mentally friendly energy. The obvious 
place to begin is right here on campus. 
We need to set a good example both 
for our students and for the Worcester 
community. Installing solar panels 
is one small way we can do that." 
The project, which involved two teams 
of students working consecutively, 
began with a proposal from Matt Arner 
'98, one of Vaz's former advisees, who 
now works for Heliotronics, a company 
that promotes solar energy through 
Opposite page: kneeling, from left, project team 2 members Mike LaBossiere, Sid Rupani, Devin Brande, 
and Ye Wang; standing, from left, Matt Arner '98, team l members Joe Chapman, Haitham Al-Beik, and 
Jason Wailgum, Rick Vaz, co-advisor to both teams, and team 2 co-advisor Kankana Mukherjee. Not pic-
tured: team 1 member Joe Ledue and team l co-advisor Brian King. This page, Chris Salter, associate 
director of plant services at WPI, at left, and Brande make points during the final project presentation. 
education . Vaz explains, "The company 
was interested in working with WPI, 
and Matt was helpful in guiding the 
students toward resources to make 
this a reality." Arner and Vaz wrote 
a proposal to the WPI Class of 1975, 
which agreed to provide the initial 
funding . They were then able to 
use the Massachusetts Technology 
Collaborative's incentives to help 
make the system financially viable . 
The team effort led to the installation of 
a photovoltaic array and a Heliotronics 
Solar Learning Lab, a data acquisition 
system with interactive software that 
broadcasts information over the local 
area network. Sid Rupani '04 (ME), a 
member of the second team, notes that 
the process of getting the panels installed 
was, in itself, an education. "We worked 
with dozens of stakeholders, from WPl's 
Plant Services and Network Operations 
to vendors and funding organizations," 
he recalls. "This was by far the most 
real-world contact I'd had on a project 
atWPI ." 
Another project stakeholder was 
the Worcester public school system . 
Working with Martha Cyr, director 
of K-12 Outreach at WPI , the students 
designed educational lessons for 
middle school and high school students 
to promote solar energy, building 
from a fundamental understanding 
of renewable energy to the specifics 
of solar energy and photovoltaics. 
"The materials were designed to fit 
state educational standards," says Cyr. 
"We tested them during professional 
development workshops for teachers 
and received very favorable feedback. 
In fact, these resources are so strong 
that they'll be added to the teachers' 
resource Web site [teachengineering.org] 
and will be available nationwide." 
The success of the project was a true 
team effort. The first team, which 
focused on planning, was coadvised 
by Vaz and Kankana Mukherjee, 
assistant professor of management, 
and included Haitham Al-Beik '05 
(ECE), Joe Chapman '05 (ECE), Joe 
Ledue '04 (ME), and Jason Wailgum 
'05 (ME) . The second group focused 
on implementation; those students 
were Rupani, Devin Brande '05 (ME), 
Michael LaBossiere '05 (ECE), and 
Ye Wang '05 (ECE). 
"If enough people are aware and 
willing to invest in green energy, " 
says LaBossiere, "it can make a big 
difference in how our energy 
demands impact the planet." 
"This may be a smal l step, but it 
demonstrates an awareness of green 
energy solutions," adds Wang . "WPI 
can claim to use green power on 
campus . More important, it can make 
a significant contribution to building 
public understanding and support for 
sustainable energy." 
Vaz agrees . "Our primary goal was to 
get more people-students, faculty, and 
staff-to think about energy use and 
learn a bit about renewable energy 
sources, and to allow WPI to become 
a resource to the Worcester community. 
We are hoping that some of our student 
groups that take an interest in social and 
environmental issues can help make that 
happen by following up on some of the 
recommendations that came from these 
two IQPs. This was a community effort, 
and we hope it can result in many 
returned benefits to the community." 
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More Power 
to the National Grid 
Clogged arteries can 
dramatically decrease 
blood flow and eventually 
stop the heart; so, too, 
can the "arteries" that 
transmit and distribute 
electricity become clogged 
and stressed, leading to 
catastrophic failures. 
WPI students are seeking 
ways to extend the life 
of the existing grid while 
keeping the delivery of 
electricity flowing. 
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The Great Blackout of 2003-the largest in North American history-began on 
August 14 and affected the northeastern United States and eastern Canada. It shut down 
more than 100 power plants, including 22 nuclear reactors, knocked out power to 50 million 
people over a 9,300-square-mile area ranging from New England to Michigan, and cost an 
estimated $6 billion in related financial losses. The culprit: old and antiquated technology. 
At a speaking event the following day in a national park in California-a state that had expe-
rienced numerous brownouts and blackouts in 2001-President Bush told reporters that he 
viewed the power failure "as a wake-up call... the grid needs to be modernized, the delivery 
systems need to be modernized .. .. This particular incident has made it abundantly clear to the 
American people that we've got an antiquated system, and now we've got to figure out what 
went wrong and how to address it." 
To be sure, there are no easy solutions. The demand for electricity continues to climb 
at roughly 2 to 3 percent annually, fueled largely by an increase in the installation of computer 
equipment and the power necessary to keep it cool. Addressing the problem will involve considerable 
cost and a high risk of failure unless ways can be found to augment power companies' ability 
to handle increasing loads. That is exactly what a group of WPI students working with the 
National Grid USA Service Company in Northborough, Mass., is hoping to do. 
Dollars and sense 
Jack Coyne '05 (ECE), Anu Myne '06 (ECE), and Munaf Aamir '07 (SD/MIS) began 
exploring new technologies for augmenting electric supplies last fall under the direction of 
professors Khalid Saeed (SSPS) and Alex Emanuel (ECE). The team is developing computer 
models that forecast the costs and benefits of retrofitting National Grid USA's distribution 
network with storage and distributed generation devices. 
"We hope to develop a tool to play out different investment scenarios," says Coyne. 
"Demand will exceed capacity before long, and the company is facing decisions about when 
to upgrade equipment." Adds Aamir, "If we can extend the life of a few transformers by three 
or four years, we've enabled the company to defer millions of dollars of expenses and possibly 
take advantage of future technological advances. At the same time, it's important that the 
delivery of electricity remains adequate and reliable. " Demand and delivery are foremost in 
the students' work. National Grid USA, the holding company for National Grid Transco's 
U.S. business, is one of the 10 largest utilities (by number of customers) in the country. It 
has the largest combined electricity transmission and distribution network in the New 
England and New York region, with more than 3.2 million customers in nearly 900 cities, 
towns, and villages. 
"Electricity is provided to consumers in three stages," says John Bzura, principal engineer 
at National Grid USA. "First, generators at large power plants produce electricity-at around 
10,000 volts-from turbines powered by fossil fuels, nuclear fuel, or water (hydroelectric 
plants). Massive transformers raise the voltage to transmission levels of 115,000 to 765,000 
volts. Companies such as National Grid purchase the electricity and transmit it across high-
voltage transmission lines to substations [there are over 500 in Massachusetts], where the 
voltage is typically reduced to 13,800 volts. From there the electricity goes to distribution 
utilities, which carry power from the substations to customers and reduce the voltage to 120 
to 240 volts for homes and higher voltages for larger customers. The WPI project targets the 
distribution of electricity from the substation." 
A major challenge for suppliers of electricity, says Saeed, is to meet the demand at peak 
times. "Electricity pricing follows a progressive structure," he explains. "Getting supply at 
peak demand levels costs more. Peak demand also strains the distribution system. We are 
investigating ways to purchase electricity during low-demand times and store it for use when 
the demand peaks." This concept, called peak shaving, would require the installation of 
batteries or other storage devices at substations. 
Banking electricity 
The team is also exploring the installation of distributed small-scale power generation devices 
placed near major consumers or at the substation. "This option is becoming feasible with 
emerging technologies that include solar photovoltaic (PY) systems, microturbines, wind 
turbines, and fuel cells," says Saeed. "These devices could be connected at the substation to 
deliver energy during peak loading." 
Despite the potential advantages of utilizing storage and distributed generation devices, 
both options present challenges. The devices are expensive to install and operate, especially 
in comparison to large-scale generation. The linkup technology is not yet fully developed. 
Charging and reloading batteries can create unexpected dynamics. Generators tend to be 
noisy. And the costs and benefits of the various retrofitting options are not clearly under-
stood; their environmental impact is also unknown. 
"An important challenge is that the retrofitting modifications will also affect the ways 
in which the electric utilities protect the distribution lines against abnormal conditions, such 
as lightning and short circuits," says Emanuel. "We will need to deal with this problem in 
the future phases of the project." 
Because of so many variables, in both economic and engineering issues, "we are 
employing a system dynamics model that simulates both the load dynamics and the eco-
nomic implications for the retrofitting options selected," Saeed says. "This model will 
propose ways to achieve low-load fluctuation, reduce the cost of power, extend the life 
of transformer equipment, and defer capital costs." 
Although the students have yet to finalize their report, Bzura is pleased with the results. 
"If their proposals appear to be cost-effective," he says, "we will certainly examine them 
closely for possible implementation." 
Myne adds that if the model they're developing is as useful as they hope it will be, "the 
implications of its wide-scale adoption could be huge in terms of saving money and reducing 
the chances of wide-scale blackouts." 
At a National Grid substation are, from left, project 
team members Jack Coyne '05, Anu Myne '06, and 
Munaf Aamir '07. 
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From Apprentices to Executive 
WPl's Wall Street Proiect Center Creates 
Win-Win Career Out mes 
The allure of Wall Street, 
with its pres tigious firms and pre-
mier careers, makes it a magnet 
for college graduates; likewise, it 
creates the need for vigorous 
recruitment to entice the "best 
and brightest" to company org 
charts. A recent article in Current 
magazine reported that schools 
with a large network of alumni in 
powerful Wall Street firms often 
play a big role in shaping the 
careers of their alma mater's 
undergraduates by actively partici-
pating in the recruitment process. 
The Wall Street Project Center, launched six years ago by WPI 
faculty and alumni VIPs from Lehman Brothers, Morgan Stanley, 
JP Morgan, and Deutsche Bank, has given the university a strong-
hold in several New York firms. "We have a network with the four 
most influential inves tment banks in the world," says Arthur 
Gerstenfeld, professor of management and the center's original 
visionary. "Undergraduates engage in serious projects through the 
center. They're given a lot of responsibility, and they prove time and 
again that they're up to the task. The firms invariably come out with 
products and results they can use." 
Teaming up 
Projects completed at the center require at least two months' prepara-
tion on campus, followed by faculty-guided work on site for two 
months. T he objective of every project is to satisfy a specific need 
for the sponsor; students are graded on the outcome. 
"We place a lot of emphasis on teamwork," says Gerstenfeld, 
"and that's vitally important on Wall Street." Project work is accom-
plished by students who are paired into interdisciplinary teams of 
two or three; math and computer science majors, for instance, 
might work wi th business and industrial engineering students. 
"The key these days is the ability to work in teams," says 
Gregory Friel '90, director of information technology at Deutsche 
Bank, which has been sponsoring center projects for four years. 
"That's what WPI's curriculum is all about. " 
"When students come here to do their Major Projects, they're 
expected to crank out the work," adds Scott Burton '84, senior 
vice president at Lehman Bro thers. "This requires a certain type of 
person. Art [Gerstenfeld] provides a valuable screening process-he 
sees to it the students communicate well, make intelligent compro-
mises, and can apply technology in the real world." 
Burton used a team of four 
students to consult with Lehman 
Brothers' risk-reporting teams, 
which had found their time-
cri tical work hampered by a 
labor-intensive system: not only 
did production of standard reporrs 
take longer than it should, but 
each time a customized report 
was needed-a daily occur-
rence-the analys ts had to rely 
on in-house programmers for 
help. How could the firm more 
nimbly assess the risks in their 
high-stakes transactions and 
so avoid or swiftly recover 
from losses? 
"We needed a solution 
that would be quick and didn't 
require programming," says Burton, who sent one team of two 
students to Lehman's London offices to work with the credit risk 
management group and another to New York to help the equity 
product risk management team. "I set it up this way because I 
wanted them to compete at first," explains Burton, "and then 
come back and put it all together. " 
After analyzing the global risk-reporting structures in both 
locations, the teams implemented Business Objects, an off-the-shelf 
application that combines properties of Microsoft Access and Excel 
into an all-in-one reporting tool that enables users to create their 
own reports in 10 minutes, instead of four hours, and have full 
control of both the data and the output fo rmat. 
Lehman Brothers' next Wall Street project will continue what 
this team started, says Burton, noting that the students will "start 
and end in London and New York, and possibly elsewhere." 
Proiects with a purpose 
In project after project, WPI students have demonstrated a knack 
for saving Wall Street's most precious commodities: time and money. 
In D eutsche Bank's latest project, undergraduates helped accelerate 
trade confirmations. "These are enormous and complex transactions," 
says Friel, "and our clients want their confirmations very, very 
quickly. We must be able to confirm over a million trades a day 
within 15 minutes." T he students' analysis, he says, will improve 
customer service and enhance revenue. "Next year, we plan to 
address another part of the process." 
At JP Morgan, Tiffany Carl '05 and Bao Jian Yu '05 helped 
the North American credit research group shrink the time it took 
to generate daily analytic reports, documents used internally and 
by thousands of the bank's clients. Executives knew that quick 
report production would improve the bank's performance ratings, 
which potential clients use to choose their financial institutions. 
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Explorations 
Because of their on-campus research, "My partner and I hit the 
ground running when we went on site," says Carl. "We were able to 
reduce report generation time by upwards of 70 percent. It was so 
rewarding and really boosted my confidence in my ability to work 
in the corporate world." 
"Tiffany and Bao Jian did an excellent job," says Michael 
Zarrilli '7 1, a managing director at JP Morgan, a WPI trustee, and a 
Wall Street Project Center pioneer. "We've already implemented their 
suggestions. We know that WPI students have both the technical 
background and managerial skills to do a good job, and that they're 
well guided by their professors." 
In a Morgan Stanley project completed last December, Conor 
Casey '04 and Juan Varela '05 were asked to improve operations 
efficiency in the firm's prime brokerage documentation group-20 
employees in New York, London, and Hong Kong- which negoti-
ates and tracks contacts for new client accounts. 
"Kids from WPI don't si t around waiting for someone to 
tell them what to do,'' says Casey. "The minute we got there, we 
jumped right in." The students recommended leveraging an existing 
computer application for the documenta-
tion area and reorganizing the documenta-
tion group's employees. Says Carlos Pefi.a 
'00, an associate with the Morgan Stanley 
group, "We're implementing these recom-
mendations now, confident they will 
benefit the group and the company." 
One of the center's original backers 
is neither an alum nor a faculty member. 
"The WPI culture and staff clearly play 
an important part in ensuring consistent 
results year after year with a broad array 
of students,'' say Jay Maller, executive 
director for prime brokerage technology 
at Morgan Stanley, who has welcomed a 
steady stream of WPI students into his 
division since 2000. Adds Michael 
Ciaraldi, professor of computer science at WPI, who works closely 
with students on their projects, "Our students are always praised 
lavishly for their professionalism and the insights they bring. Often, 
the companies begin implementing the students' recommendations 
before the project is even over. And many of them get job offers 
from the firms." 
You're hired! 
"In our first project, we helped Morgan Stanley's prime brokerage group 
(MSPB) analyze and streamline the workflow in the client services 
department,'' says Gerstenfeld, who adds that both students-one 
was Pefi.a-were offered jobs with the group. 
Burton considers the WPI students who teamed in New York 
and London for the Lehman Brothers project "as potential hires. 
We recruit from a lot of different places, including Carnegie Mellon, 
MIT, and Columbia. In general, WPI students are more interested 
than the others in having a tangible impact. " 
Analyst Antonella Allaria '03 , who completed her project at 
Morgan Stanley, was snapped up by Deutsche Bank right after 
graduation. ''.At WPI, I learned how to 
negotiate and solve problems as part of a 
group- skills I use here every day. I also 
learned that we must understand our users' 
requirements, not just the technology. Part 
of our WPI education was not only to be 
technical experts, but to develop strong 
communication skills." 
Michael Modisett '02 landed an asso-
ciate's position with Deutsche Bank; his 
project with the bank, to develop a help 
system for eSPEAR, gave him familiarity 
with its complex trade settlement software. 
"The Wall Street Project Center gives 
Deutsche Bank the perfect opportunity 
to try out potential employees,'' he says. 
"It works for us and for WPI. " 
"We recruit from a lot of different places, including Carnegie Mellon, MIT, and Columbia. 
In general, WPI students are more interested than the others in having a tangible impact." 
- Scott Burton, senior vice president, Lehman Brothers 
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"The Wall Street Project Center gives Deutsche Bank the perfect opportunity to try out 
potential employees. It works for us and for WPI." 
- Michael Modisett '02, associate, Deutsche Bank 
Investing in the future 
"I spend 10 to 20 percent of my rime mentoring WPI students while 
they are at the company," says Pefia, who has maintained close ties 
with the center. "I enjoy this work because the students are organized; 
they are fast learners with strong quantitative skills and they conduct 
themselves professionally." 
"I benefited tremendously from WPl's practical, applied educa-
tion," says Burton. "So I wanted to give back to the university and its 
students. Bur this isn't altruism. Ir's good business. We get young, 
energetic students, drop them in a situation, and see what they can do. 
This try-buy of entry-level hires is good for the recruiting pipelines." 
"Today, technology drives this business," says Friel. "Within 15 
to 20 years, you'll see this industry's CEOs coming up not from the 
traditional sales path, bur from the technical side of business. WPI 
students not only have the general interest in technology, bur know 
how to use it to make the organization better. Other engineers may 
not be able to work well within Wall Street's global, matrix-organized 
world. I'm consistently impressed with the students' ability to com-
municate and to organize their goals and objectives working under 
a strict 10-week rimeline. They understand how to escalate issues 
to get things done." 
Scott Burton '84, senior vice president at Lehman Brothers, says advising Wall Street projects lets him give back to WPI and evaluate potential new hires. 


You've fulfilled leadership roles for government, 
regulatory, and private organizations worldwide. 
What insights have you gained from these 
experiences? 
I've learned the importance of teamwork and open communica-
tion-with the people who work for me and other organizations 
and countries. It's imperative that everyone is fully aware of what 
we're trying to accomplish and how we're going to get there. My 
WPI education prepared me not just to think through issues in a 
logical manner, but to work effectively with people. Lots of good 
ideas come from others; you can build on those ideas to come 
up with a better product or a better way of doing things. 
I'm one of the lucky people who got involved in issues of 
national and international significance at their early stages. For 
example, I joined the EPA when environmental concerns were 
first being recognized and there was a real interest nationwide 
in dealing with them. I joined the DOE just after the first 
OPEC oil embargo and was there throughout several energy 
crises when the public demanded quick action to resolve the 
energy supply and price issues. It's been exciting to work with 
colleagues throughout the world in trying to address these com-
mon problems. 
What are the leading energy and environmental 
issues facing the United States? 
The most challenging energy issues are oil availability and 
the price of liquid fuels for transportation applications. These 
issues have been there throughout my years in government. 
Most people hoped there would always be ample supplies 
and prices would stay low, but instead we're starting to see the 
ramifications of not developing good alternatives, such as more 
efficient engines or engines that utilize other fuels , and not 
looking for alternative supplies of liquid fuels. 
The biggest environmental issue is climate change. Politi-
cians are moving toward requirements to control carbon dioxide. 
While a number of other countries have formally recognized 
this problem and have agreed to international treaties to require 
reductions in the emission of greenhouse gases, the United 
States isn't quite there yet. Greenhouse gas emission reduction 
is difficult to deal with; the options are limited, and the costs 
are high. Removing carbon dioxide before combustion products 
leave the stack is a difficult thing to do. Sequestering the carbon 
dioxide so it can't be released back into the atmosphere is 
another big technical and economic challenge. 
What about coal mining in the United States? 
We are the world's second largest coal producer and consumer. 
Most people don't realize that one-half of the country's electricity 
is derived from combusting coal. Coal mine productivity has 
gone way up, keeping coal prices relatively flat, even though 
consumption and production have risen significantly over time. 
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As our country's population continues to grow, will 
our ability to generate electric power keep up, or 
can we look forward to more brownouts? 
I don't think we've seen the end of brownouts. As the economy 
grows, we'll need more electric power, but we haven't built many 
new base load power plants. We are building natural gas-fired 
plants to meet peak loads, but they aren't used until the demand is 
great. And natural gas prices are high right now and they're going 
to stay high, so electricity from those units will be expensive. 
Base load power in the United States is produced by 
nuclear, coal, and some natural gas plants. Coal plants produce 
about 50 percent of the electricity in the United States; nuclear, 
about 20 percent. Recently, with the rise in oil and gas prices, 
a lot of new coal plants have been announced and interest in 
nuclear fuel has increased. But no coal or nuclear plants are cur-
rently being built in the United States. Siting plants and getting 
regulatory approval are key issues; it's anybody's guess as to how 
long it will take to get plants online once approved. So, as elec-
tricity demand rises and supplies remain constant, something 
will have to give. 
So, we have an aging infrastructure? 
Yes. The power plants and the transmission systems that get 
the power from the plants to the end users are overwhelmed 
and outdated. Part of this is related to the difficult process for 
getting approval to build a transmission line in the United 
States. If we have a long hot spell-and it's bound to happen-
there will be brownouts. California, which was plagued by 
electricity brownouts and blackouts in 2001, is poised for more 
problems in the future since droughts in the northwest United 
States have limited the hydroelectric power supplied to the 
state. Very little new electricity capacity has been added. As the 
economy grows, electricity demand will as well. These issues 
appear to position California fo r the types of power shortages 
experienced in 2001, but it won't be the only region of the 
country to face electric power shortages in the future. 
China is an important energy hot spot. How will 
its voracious energy consumption affect its 
environment? 
It could be horrible. It's already very bad. China is a coal-based 
economy. It does have a good renewable energy program and 
commitments to install considerable quantities of renewable 
energy systems. China is one of the few countries in the world 
constructing nuclear power plants. It has had a very aggressive 
energy program and is also experimenting with clean coal tech-
nologies. But since coal is China's only significant domestic 
energy resource, it will continue to be used. Even if it's burned 
cleanly and efficiently and even with pollution control equip-
ment and stringent standards for sulfur dioxide emission, 
using so much coal will cause environmental problems. 
But China's biggest problem, in my opinion, is transportation. 
It went from mostly bicycles 15 years ago to five million auto-
mobiles on the road today; the projection is 50 million cars by 
2010 and 100 million by 2020. The nation's roads aren't designed 
to handle the traffic and the vehicles aren't very efficient, resulting 
in serious pollution problems. 
What about India? Is it experiencing similar 
problems? 
India's heading in the same direction. It didn't develop econom-
ically as quickly as China, but its population is growing a lot 
faster. I don't know if India is there yet, but it's going to be the 
most populated country in the world in the near future. That 
means more cars, more energy consumption, and more pollution. 
Will increasingly affluent nations such as China 
and India eventually consume as much energy 
per capita as industrialized nations? 
Energy consumption in most developing countries is pretty 
much in line with the gross domestic product (GDP): when 
the GDP grows 1 percent, energy consumption grows 1 percent. 
China is increasing its consumption dramatically, but energy 
efficiency was an important priority in China from the beginning. 
For every percentage of increase in GDP, energy consumption 
has increased only by 0.5 percent. Whether other countries 
follow that model and whether China can continue to keep 
consumption in check remains to be seen. 
Globally, it sounds as if we're at an energy 
"tipping point." 
We've reached the point a lot of people felt we wouldn't reach for 
perhaps another 20 to 30 years simply because the developing 
economies are growing faster than anyone expected and world oil 
supply is being questioned. In addition, we're finding that no one 
has a handle on how much oil exists in the Middle East, the world's 
major oil supplier-that it may not, in fact, be as much as the 
OPEC countries have maintained. So world oil demand continues 
to increase while concerns exist about the availability of supply. 
Another issue associated with oil is refining capacity. The 
oil produced worldwide is getting increasingly heavy. Over 
time, the world's production of light crude oil has declined as 
a percent of oil produced. Since no new refining capacity has 
been added in a long time, and now that crude is heavier, existing 
refineries are operating much less efficiently. New refineries 
would be expensive to build and hard to site. 
We have all seen how this has affected energy prices recent-
ly. In addition, some believe that we may soon witness an even 
more serious problem-shortages of supply in some regions of 
the world. 
What positive gains have been made in the United 
States and the world in regard to energy? 
We're saving billions of dollars annually by using energy-
efficient lighting, especially in hotels and large commercial 
buildings. The hybrid vehicle is a wonderful step toward a more 
efficient transportation sector, and some auto manufacturers are 
recognizing the strong consumer interest in these. There have 
been great innovations in oil and gas exploration and drilling 
technology; 3D and 4D seismic technologies ensure that fewer 
dry wells are drilled, thus reducing costs. Horizontal drilling 
technology is now used in the commercial marketplace and has 
dramatically improved the amount of oil and gas that can be 
produced from a given well. 
Great advances have been made in wind energy technology; 
in many nations, wind is close to competitive with conventional 
energy sources. There have been advances in solar technology 
and clean coal technologies, and there are many other promising 
technologies making their way to the commercial marketplace. 
Even though fuel cells have a long way to go before they're 
going to be viable, major automobile manufacturers are actively 
involved in fuel cell technology and research. There have been 
many positive accomplishments made and, I'm sure, there will 
continue to be more. Hopefully, these and other innovations 
will at least temper the bleak energy picture that I've painted. 
We're still hoping that the energy "silver bullet" will 
emerge soon. D 
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The SUV is in its heyday, and highway speed limits are back up to 1970s levels. 
It's not an easy time for energy-efficiency advocates to effect social or policy change. 
But David Friedman '92 (ME) has a turbocharged plan to free the United States from 
oil-dependent transportation, and he isn't about to let fashion or status quo stop him. 
As research director of the Union of Concerned 
Scientists' Clean Vehicles Program, David Friedman delivers 
his message to Congress, industry leaders, and the public: 
The nation can turn the tide on global warming and a costly 
reliance on foreign oil. But time is running short. 
The United States, says Friedman, already pays a high 
price for its oil-dependent autos and trucks, in both dollars and 
pollutants, for starters. Petroleum products comprised nearly 
one-quarter of the U.S . trade deficit in 2004, costing $250,000 
a minute-a price that's already doubled this year. Forty percent 
of this demand originates with cars and trucks. 
While Americans dig deep to pay escalating petroleum 
prices, our vehicles cough up gasoline's byproducts. One of 
those emissions, carbon dioxide, alters the blanket of gases in 
the earth's atmosphere, trapping in the sun's heat. The concen-
tration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, Friedman notes, 
now hovers near 400 parts per million. "It will shoot to 450 
ppm within three decades, " he says, "if we keep going the way 
we are. And if that happens, global average temperatures will 
rise more than two degrees centigrade by 2100, leading to 
significant negative effects on public health and the economy." 
Driving change 
But it doesn't have to be that way. Friedman has mapped out a 
three-part plan to slow global warming and dramatically reduce 
the need for foreign oil. 
First, he advises that we pump up vehicles' fuel efficiency 
to 40 mpg from today's paltry 24 mpg. Conventional but 
underutilized automotive technology would accomplish this 
without sacrificing vehicle size or power. We also should boost 
hybrid electric vehicle sales via government incentives and 
tighter standards. Those two moves would reduce greenhouse 
gases and level the rate of oil importation, buying the precious 
time required to realize hydrogen fuel cell technology. "We 
could decarbonize our energy systems within the next 50 to 
60 years," he says. "It just takes commitment, effort, and 
some investment. " 
Friedman's vision for a carbonless future is rooted in years 
of research that began at WPI. "I wanted to do my MQP on 
wind power," he recalls. "But my mentor, Professor John Boyd 
[now professor emeritus, ME], suggested I research hydrogen. 
That project has guided my work ever since." So, too, has 
WPI's teaching philosophy. "WPI encouraged me to examine 
the impact of engineering on society." 
Friedman applied those lessons first at Arthur D. Little, 
where he researched hybrid and fuel-cell vehicles. Then, as a 
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student at the University of California- Davis' Institute of 
Transportation Studies, he helped convert a Ford Taurus into 
a 60-mpg electric hybrid. 
While at UC-Davis, Friedman met Jason Mark, director of 
the UCS Clean Vehicles Program. "The decision to join UCS 
was easy. I love engineering, but if that's all I do, I get bored. 
At UCS, I get to use my communications skills and still do 
research. It's a great blend." 
Electric ideas 
Friedman communicates vigorously with Congress and industry 
that a 40-mpg conventional vehicle fleet would sacrifice neither 
performance nor safety and would save consumers money at the 
gas pump. But many lawmakers and automakers remain reluc-
tant to effect change. "The government hasn't stepped up to the 
plate with better fuel efficiency standards," says Friedman. ''And 
U.S. auto manufacturers often shelve technologies they could be 
using to improve fuel economy." 
Honda and other foreign manufacturers, meanwhile, have 
begun incorporating such innovations as lower-friction engines 
and variable valve technology into their models. 
International automakers have also gotten a jump on 
hybrid electric vehicles, which have attracted U.S. consumer 
interest. Since 1999, when the Honda Insight arrived in this 
country, more than 200,000 hybrids have been sold. Toyota 
alone has sold nearly 143,000 Prius hybrids since 2000. The 
company has increased U.S. production to 100,000 units for 
2005, but the wait list continues to grow. Ford, meanwhile, 
has introduced one hybrid model at a rate well below that of 
consumer demand. GM has announced plans for hybrid pro-
duction, but not starting until 2007. 
Hybrids are appealing because they require far fewer stops 
at increasingly pricey gas pumps-every 500 to 600 miles ver-
sus every 350 to 450 miles with conventional vehicles. ''Also, 
hybrids' acceleration is great on the highway," says Friedman, 
"and especially in town." 
Hybrids also further fuel cell technology, as their manufac-
ture relies on electrical innovations that fuel cell vehicles also 
need, such as high-voltage motors and power electronics. The 
hybrid uses an electric motor and battery in partnership with 
an internal combustion engine. The motor recoups energy in 
stop-and-go traffic through regenerative braking and idles off 
the engine at stoplights to save fuel. ''As a result," Friedman 
says, "a fleet of hybrid cars and trucks could average over 
50 miles per gallon." 
Hydrogen: It's elemental 
But with their engines still tied partially to petroleum, hybrids 
can take the nation only so far down the road to oil-independ-
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ence, which is why Friedman's ultimate goal is the fuel cell-
powered vehicle, run by cleanly produced hydrogen. 
Fuel cell-driven cars and trucks could run two to three 
times more efficiently than today's average vehicles and produce 
zero harmful emissions. Their efficiency comes from hydrogen 
fuel cells that convert hydrogen directly into useable energy 
through electrochemistry, unlike internal combustion engines 
that must first convert gasoline's chemical energy to thermal 
energy and then to mechanical power. 
The fuel cell itself works by supplying hydrogen to the 
anode side, where a catalyst- typically platinum-separates it 
into electrons and protons (hydrogen ions) . These ions pass 
through a filtering membrane and, again helped by the catalyst, 
mix with electrons and air-supplied oxygen on the cathode end, 
producing water. The electrons had to travel to the cathode 
through an external wire, since they cannot pass through the 
membrane. As they zip through the wire, they provide the 
electricity to power the motor. 
Hydrogen is the fuel of choice for these engineering 
marvels because this simplest-known element- consisting of 
one proton and one electron-allows for simplicity in the 
components needed to get the fuel cell system to work. 
Although hydrogen fuel cells are used today-by the U.S. 
space shuttle program, for example-the technology "has a 
way to go before it becomes commercially viable for autos," 
says Friedman. 
Hydrogen harvesting, for example, presents a challenge. 
Since it occurs only in conjunction with other elements, such 
as oxygen in water, hydrogen must be isolated before it can be 
used as fuel. 
Nearly all hydrogen is produced today by "steam reforming" 
natural gas. In this high-temperature process-up to 1,470°F-
natural gas reacts with steam and a catalyst, forming a hydrogen-
rich gas. Oil refineries use this well-developed technology to alter 
crude oil's chemical structure and produce gasoline. 
"Natural gas is a fini te resource, and not without its own 
heat-trapping carbon dioxide emissions," says Friedman. "But 
steam reforming still gives us a good transition technology." 
Transition to wind and water, that is- a duo promising the 
cleanest hydrogen harvest. Wind-generated electricity, which 
Friedman notes "is quickly becoming a viable and economical 
source of commercial electricity," can split water into hydrogen 
and oxygen. 
"I see huge promise in fuel cells and hydrogen made from 
renewable energy sources, but this is not ·a silver bullet. If we 
are to move forward responsibly as a society, we need to invest 
now in a variety of solutions ranging from near-term efficiency 
to long-term renewable energy. Then we can have energy security, 
clean air, more jobs- everything we need to thrive. " D 

shiny photovoltaic arrays glinting from the roof, no gadgets or 
machinery to harvest the sun's energy, not even a telltale plethora 
of windows-just thermally smart siting and construction, and 
a concrete foundation so innovative it was patented. 
Inspired by crisis 
Before he wrote The Passive Solar House, Kachadorian and 
his small staff at Green Mountain Homes sold the company's 
passive solar kits. His wife, Lea, drew renderings of 12 basic 
designs for the brochures. Between 1976 and 1990, Green 
Mountain structures (300 in all) sprang up as far south as the 
Carolinas and as far west as Kansas . 
After the patent on his solar slab foundation expired in 
1990, Kachadorian focused on his book. "I wrote it so anyone 
could use my solar slab idea to help harvest the sun's free energy," 
he says. "I hope it might play some small role in transforming 
the nation's appalling energy policy. Our foreign policy has 
been dictated by oil for far too long. Today, Iraq has the second 
largest oil reserves in the world, which is, of course, why we are 
at war there. The irony is that we have the technology to turn this 
situation around. We could do it if we took half the money we're 
spending on the Iraq war and invested it in energy efficiency." 
This ex-Army officer, who served in Germany from 1962 
to 1965, was not always so passionate about energy efficiency. 
In fact, he was making a handsome living in the early 1970s 
as general manager of a New Hampshire- based home con-
struction business. "We sold Post and Beam luxury homes-
expensive playhouses," he says of the energy-hungry constructs. 
"I shared the industry opinion that home producers were not 
responsible for heating system design. Our homes had single-
glazed windows and patio doors. R-13 wall and R-20 roof 
insulation was considered more than adequate." [Today's 
standard homes have R-20 wall and R-32 roof insulation.] 
"Like most other people, I didn't get serious about renew-
ables and energy efficiency until the oil crisis hit," he says, 
referring to October 1973, when OPEC jacked crude prices by 
70 percent to punish the United States for its pro-Israeli stance 
in the Six-Day War. Then came the oil embargo, when the 
price per barrel reached $27 in New York City; it had been 
under $3 the previous summer. 
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Air grilles located in the first riser of the stairway discharge 
warm air collected at the second floor ceiling . 
"When I reflected on how Americans were living-the 
70-mile-per-hour speed limits, the inefficient cars and homes-
it was obvious to me that as a country we had forgotten the 
basics of good energy management," he says. "I felt I needed to 
do something about it. I no longer wanted to sell big energy-
guzzling houses to rich people. " 
It can't be done. Or can it? 
Kachadorian had long been interested in solar energy. He stud-
ied it on his own in 1974, growing excited about the prospect 
of designing a simple, affordable, passive solar house. But as 
excited as he was about Green Mountain Homes, he found 
his unconventional ideas were not embraced by the heating 
design community. 
"When they heard that heat was to be stored in the home's 
foundation at a temperature no greater than comfortable room 
temperature, they told me, 'This can't be done. Remember 
Newton's Law of Heat Transfer: heat only moves from hot to 
cold.' They thought my design would suck heat out of the 
living space." 
But his passive solar home does work, and he proved that 
from the start with a model in Royalton, Vermont. A team 
from the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth College 
independently monitored the prototype's energy use, concluding 
that "the purchased energy requirements were quite low and the 
percent solar is well above 40." 
If there's a watchword for Kachadorian's passive solar design, 
it's to keep it simple. Used well, standard building materials-
concrete, windows, patio doors-become the literal building 
blocks of the naturally heated home. 
The solar slab is the basement-less foundation for the 
house and employs the same kind of concrete blocks that are 
used to build foundation walls in many new homes. But 
Kachadorian lays them on their sides with the holes lining 
up horizontally, forming air passages running north to south. 
When concrete is poured over these blocks, it bonds to them, 
making a huge concrete "radiator. " Vents are built into the 
slab to allow air to circulate through the home. 
Kachadorian's understanding of traditional radiators 
inspired the solar slab design. The ample surface area of 
baseboard radiator fins allows the hot water inside to transfer 
its heat to the air. Similarly, air circulates through the solar 
slab's "fins" (the concrete blocks) whenever the sun shines. As 
heat is transferred into the home by the south glass or by heat 
transfer through the wall, air alongside the south wall rises. 
Warmed air is pulled out of the ventilated slab into the home, 
and cooler air along the north wall drops into holes along that 
wall. This thermo-siphoning continuously pulls air through 
the solar slab. 
An efficiently constructed solar house works in concert 
with the solar slab. Good insulation, tight seals, proper ventilation, 
and enough windows- but not too many- all work together 
to make the solar system hum. 
Inside the house, unlight passes through the glass in the 
form of short-wave energy. As it strikes interior objects, the light 
is trapped as long-wave energy, or heat. This is why Kachadorian 
warns against excessive glazing; too many windows would over-
heat the house on sunny days . The energy absorbed through 
windows and patio doors is either consumed by the heat demand 
of the home, or absorbed by the solar slab. 
At night, thermo-shutters on the largest windows keep 
the heat in, allowing the house to remain warm as the solar slab 
surrenders its stored heat into the cooler living space. The shutters' 
interior insulation- one inch of foil-faced urethane-reflects 
heat back into the room. Stops allow the shutters to fit tight, 
eliminating reverse thermo-siphoning at night. 
A brighter future 
Kachadorian's book contains detailed instructions on how to 
orient the house on the site, determine the optimal square 
footage of glass, calculate the proper size and depth of the solar 
slab, and figure the optimal size for the backup heat source. The 
second edition, due out later this year, will include a CD of his 
Solar Prediction Program, which automatically fills out the 
worksheets that form the basis of each home's design. 
W ill his book change the way the nation's homes are built? 
"Well, it certainly can't hurt," Kachadorian muses. "Our oil binge 
will have to end because the price will keep going up. We can't 
drill our way out of this mess," he adds, referring to Congress' 
recent vote to consider oil exploration in Alaska's National 
Wildlife Refuge. Rather than open up more land for drilling, he 
sugges ts a 100 percent tax on every barrel of imported oil, "to be 
devoted to developing alternative energy sources . If we did this, 
we would see an instantaneous boom in alternative energy." 
W hile he's been discussing his ideas on this cool spring morn-
ing, Kachadorian's 25-year-old passive solar home has remained 
at a steady 70 degrees- even with the sun now shining brightly. 
Gazing at the glistening snow in his backyard, the civil 
engineer makes another prediction. "I saw what happened in the 
'70s; people got scared, and we started making our homes more 
energy efficient. When fuel costs so much that we can no longer 
afford it, we won't be able to ignore this mounting problem. 
We'll wake up. " D 
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If the issue is how to ease global warming and decrease 
oil depletion, the answer, says Paul Gaynor '87, 
may be blowin' in the wind. 
Photography by Patrick O'Connor and courtesy of Vestas Wind Systems A/S 
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Paul Gaynor is blunt about the biggest 
stumbling block he faces as a wind farm devel-
oper. "People don't want to look at them," he 
admits. "It's not that they don't believe that wind 
energy is cost effective or that it's not technologi-
cally sound. I don't think you're going to find 
anyone in America who says we should increase 
our dependence on Middle Eastern oil. Among 
those who object, the reaction is 99 percent visual." 
On remote hillsides, wind turbine generators stand out 
from the landscape as significant pieces of infrastructure. 
"That's why," Gaynor says, "we have to get it right." 
As president and CEO of UPC Wind Management, 
located in Newton, Mass., Gaynor was tapped to bring the 
success of the parent company, UPC Group, to North America. 
In Europe and North Africa, UPC affiliates-including Italian 
Vento Power Corporation- have raised over $900 million in 
financing and installed some 900 utility-scale wind turbine 
generators (WTGs), with a total capacity of more than 635 
megawatts. UPC subsidiary companies, positioned across the 
United States and in Toronto, are currently pursuing some 
2,000 megawatts in projects from Maine to Maui. 
Gaynor may be a newcomer to wind energy, but he's been 
part of the power business since he graduated from WPI with 
a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering. He started out 
in sales, with General Electric's gas and steam turbine business, 
then earned an MBA at the University of Chicago and moved 
into the finance side of the industry. H e spent five years in 
By Joan Killough-Miller 
Singapore with GE Capital's energy finance 
business, where he was involved in some of 
the region's landmark power transactions. 
He moved to London as CFO of an emerging 
market pipeline development subsidiary owned 
by GE Capital and Bechtel, then returned to 
Singapore as group CFO for Singapore Power 
Ltd. , the country's national utility. 
After 10 years abroad, Gaynor came back to the United 
States to join Noble Power, a private equity-backed power 
plant acquisition company. When a call came from a former 
colleague, he was intrigued by the opportunity to join UPC. 
Gaynor says he enjoys getting involved with startups and build-
ing businesses. "Wind is a great business to be in," he says, 
"because it's such an untapped part of the U.S. and Canadian 
energy system. It's the only part of the power industry that 
has any real growth potential for the coming decades. " 
As the price of fossil fuels rises and their environmental 
toll mounts, Gaynor says that wind power becomes more 
competitive-and attractive-to communities across the 
nation. "Global warming, oil depletion-these are real issues," 
he explains. "We may not realize the effects in our lifetime, 
but our children and grandchildren will. A single wind farm, 
even a relatively large one, isn't going to make the skies go 
from gray to blue. But if we add them in the right spots 
throughout the electrical grid all around the country, it 
will add up and it will make a difference for generations 
to come." 
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"Would you rather see more of those dirty coal and oil plants 
spewing smoke, or would you rather look at wind turbines, which 
produce clean power? We have to start making some choices." 
Hawaiians say aloha to wind energy 
In Hawaii-where there are no fossil fuel resources, and 90 per-
cent of the state's energy consumption must be imported-the 
decisions become more immediate. Last year, the Hawaiian leg-
islature enacted a Renewable Portfolio Standard requiring that 
by 2020, 20 percent of electricity sold needs to be generated 
from renewable sources. [As of last year, 18 states plus the 
District of Columbia had passed similar legislation.] 
"H awaii has one of the best wind resources in the country, 
but the state hasn't been using the resource to its fullest poten-
tial,'' says Gaynor. "It's a situation where wind is extremely 
competitive, compared to conventional power sources. It makes 
sense for consumers, it makes sense for the state, and it has 
environmental benefits." 
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In March, Gaynor secured 
financing for a $70 million 
project on the island of Maui. 
[The project is a joint venture 
with Makani Nui Associates, 
which owns 49 percent.] The 
30-megawatt wind farm at Kaheawa Pastures will be H awaii's 
first utili ty-scale project to be put into service since the 1980s. 
Plans call for 20 towers, 180 feet tall, with 1.5-megawatt 
General Electric turbines. Construction is expected to begin 
this summer, and the project should be completed by the 
first quarter of 2006. When operational, the wind farm will 
supply up to 9 percent of demand to customers of Maui 
Electric Company. 
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The Kaheawa Pastures site is situated on state conservation 
land, between Ma'aleaea and Olowalu, at elevations ranging 
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet. Gaynor describes the spot with elation, 
as he points to it on a wind resource map (opposite page) that 
shows where strong trade winds are squeezed between the West 
Maui Mountains and the Haleakala volcano. He is equally 
enthusiastic about the natural beauty of the site. "In the morn-
ing," he says, almost reverently, "when the sun is rising, you 
can see over to the big island. It's virgin land, with nothing 
but a few Jeep trails. It is absolutely gorgeous." 
Why, then, add a wind farm? 
"Hawaii had to make a choice," he answers. "On Maui, 
consumers pay about .25 cents per kilowatt hour for electricity." 
[Retail rates in Hawaii are about twice the national average.] 
According to reports by the Hawaii Wind Working Group, 
the project was welcomed by residents: at hearings held by the 
Board of Land and Natural Resources in the early stages of the 
project, there was no opposing testimony from the homeowner, 
environmental, and native Hawaiian associations present. 
"They want us to do this,'' says Gaynor. "They're saying, 
'I would rather look at wind turbines than have my kids unable 
to afford electricity and have to deal with the effects of global 
warming.' They understand that it's not a panacea but a piece 
of the solution toward becoming more energy efficient and less 
dependent on foreign oil. But there aren't enough Hawaiis out 
there. That's why we have to proceed slowly and surely." 
The eastern outlook 
Back on the East Coast, UPC's major focus includes more than 
a half dozen active developments in New England and New 
York. UPC has added a West Coast presence, in San Diego. 
While New Englanders debate the aesthetic impact of a 
proposed offshore project on Nantucket Sound, Gaynor-who 
owns a home on Nantucket- points out the aging power plants 
that dot the New England coastline. "People are so used to 
looking at those old power plants that they don't even think 
about them,'' he says. "Would you rather see more of those 
dirty coal and oil plants spewing smoke, or would you rather 
look at wind turbines, which produce clean power?" Noting the 
emissions from Cape Cod's Canal Power Station, Gaynor suggests, 
"Next time you drive over the Sagamore Bridge, take a look to 
the east. I'd rather look at an offshore wind farm than look at 
that power plant for the next 20 years.'' 
With so few WTGs operational in the northeast, "98 per-
cent of the population in New England and New York haven't 
seen a wind turbine," he points out. "There's nothing like actu-
ally driving up to one and touching it. It's an educational 
process. Most people say, 'This isn't so bad. ' They realize they 
don't have to cover their ears.'' 
Much of the battle over WTGs lies in getting beyond the 
misconceptions that stem from the experimental wind farms of 
the 1980s, which did not live up to the hype they generated. 
Turbine technology has come a long way, and today's WTGs 
are quieter and more efficient. Important lessons have been 
learned about proper siting, as well. "We spend an enormous 
amount of time researching and picking our spots,'' Gaynor 
says. "We, as developers, must be responsible. More important, 
we as consumers have to start making some choices- there's 
too much at risk to get this wrong.'' D 
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"So, what are we making today?" Pete Gosselin '85 
asks a couple of production workers at the Ben & Jerry's 
Waterbury, Vermont, plant, where they are enjoying a break, 
still garbed in their obligatory lab coats, steel-toed boots, and 
voluminous hair nets. While the mouth-watering answer still 
hangs in the air, Gosselin offers his own translation. "Peanut 
butter cup and vanilla caramel fudge. Ah, good, a single chunk 
and a double variegate." To Gosselin, ice cream is merely a 
compressible emulsion of fat , fluid, air, and ice crystals, which 
is frequently combined with other incompressible fluids (hot 
fudge and caramel syrup, to the lay person). 
Meet the gearhead behind the euphoric flavors of this 
$500 million ice cream enterprise. (Gosselin's business card 
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actually says Gearhead, although he'll also answer to his alter-
nate title, director of engineering.) For the last decade, he's kept 
Vermont's Finest rolling off production lines, to the satisfaction 
of customers around the world. The company's mission state-
ment dictates that he must do this in the most ecologically 
responsible manner possible, while upholding product quality 
and profitability. For Earth Day 2004, Gosselin unveiled the 
company's new thermoacoustic freezer, developed for Ben & 
Jerry's by scientists at Penn State University to keep ice cream 
cold without heating up the planet or depleting its ozone layer 
(see sidebar). The New York Times Magazine listed the thermo-
acoustic freezer in its annual "Year in Ideas" special issue, and 
Time ranked it among its "Most Amazing Inventions of 2004." 
Building a better ice cream 
Gosselin, who earned his bachelor's degree in mechanical engi-
neering, got into the ice cream industry at a defining moment, 
when process engineers had just figured out how to pelletize 
unbaked cookie dough for injection into the frozen mix. Over 
the last 10 years, he's been on the front lines in the conquest 
of more complex flavors, involving larger, odd-shaped chunks 
(called inclusions) and multiple variegates (the technical term 
for ribbons of fudge or caramel). 
With off-the-wall flavor concepts beaming in from all over 
(pitch yours at the Suggest-a-Flavor page at BenJerry.com), it's 
up to Gosselin to translate that boundless creativity into a reli-
able manufacturing process for 12 to 15 new product launches 
each year. Once the flavor gurus in the Bizarre and D (R&D) 
department have perfected a concoction, they turn it over to 
engineering and say, "Here it is. We cooked up a batch in the lab. 
Now could you please come up with a process that will deliver 
80,000 pints a day, at consistent high quality? Thank you." 
"Ice cream has been around a long time," says Gosselin. 
"It's a fairly stodgy industry, in terms of the equipment that's 
available." For example, the machine that spits out prefrozen 
chunks at a regular rate is still referred to as a fruit feeder, a 
term that dates back to a time when suspending strawberries in 
a vanilla base was considered state of the art. Because he's not 
originally an ice cream guy (Gosselin came to Ben & Jerry's in 
1994, after a stint with Procter & Gamble's consumer products 
line, where he worked on Citrus Hill orange juice and packag-
ing for personal care products), he's able to think outside the 
pint, so to speak, when it comes to designing new processes. 
SCOOPS 
When Ben & Jerry's came up with its Core Concoctions 
line, there was no equipment on the market that could force a 
channel of gooey fudge or caramel syrup through the center of 
a pint of semisoft ice cream. "How do you deliver exactly 48 
grams of this stuff in a quarter-second, every second and a half, 
and make it stand up in a cylinder?" Gosselin asks, his eyes 
lighting up at the challenge. He discovered the solution at a 
food equipment processing show-but only by venturing 
outside the dairy products displays. 
Some of his other sweet feats were finding a way to spiral 
two flavors into a single pint for the Two Twisted line and keep-
ing those pretzels crunchy in the Chubby Hubby. (Chocolate, 
it turns out, is an excellent moisture barrier, as long as the coat-
ing remains intact.) He's especially proud of the thick veins 
of delicate marshmallow nougat in Phish Food, developed in 
partnership with the former rock band Phish. 
Adding environmental ingredients 
Gosselin is quick to laugh off the importance of his accomplish-
ments. "It's just ice cream," he shrugs. Devotees of the product 
might beg to disagree. So might fans of the corporate philosophy: 
proceeds from the sale of Phish Food go to the Waterwheel 
Foundation, which has given away more than a million dollars 
so far for environmental efforts on Vermont's Lake Champlain. 
Improved refrigeration at the company's Sr. Albans plant 
helped reduced energy consumption by an estimated 948,603 
kilowatt-hours a year. By converting to bulk-feeding systems, 
ingredients-such as the two million pounds of cherries used 
in Cherry Garcia- now arrive in 2,000-pound totes, rather 
than 5-gallon buckets, eliminating 47,000 plastic pails from 
the waste stream each year. Automating the pallet-loading 
process-a hazardous and undesirable job that had to be filled 
with temporary workers-has improved worker safety and 
satisfaction. 
"Even on the technology side, the work we do is a good 
dovetail with the values I learned at WPI," he says. "All that 
stuff we were asked to think about, like the impact of technology 
on society, seemed like an academic exercise back then. But it's 
real. The Ben & Jerry's three-part mission (product, economic, 
and social) has us thinking about that every day. Not just, are 
we making ice cream and are we making money, but are we giv-
ing back to the community, and are we serving the community 
that works in our factories?" 
Worldwide, Ben & Jerry's has served as a role model to 
make other companies strive to be better corporate citizens, 
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Gosselin notes. (Although the company was acquired by 
Unilever in 2000, the parent company is committed to sup-
porting the guiding principles of the founders and to investing 
at least a million dollars annually into the charitable Ben & 
Jerry's Foundation.) "The things they were doing decades ago 
that once were considered progressive are now run-of-the-mill 
for a lot of other companies," Gosselin says. "Everybody said, 
'It can't be done, it'll cost too much, it'll run us out of business.' 
But you can have higher efficiency and safer systems and envi-
ronmentally sustainable production. You can lead with your 
values- and make money, too. " 
After a decade devoted to ice cream, Gosselin hasn't lost 
the desire for frozen confections, bur he does tend to think of 
them more clinically now- an occupational hazard he likens to 
a medical doctor who sees naked bodies all day long, day after 
day. "While others are enjoying the ice cream, I'm thinking fat 
content and mouth feel and moisture barrier." At home, he 
sometimes gets flak for forgetting to bring home his daily three-
pint allotment (a fringe benefit for all employees); at the end of 
a long day, an ice cream sundae is the last thing on his mind. 
Still, for a guy with a mechanical engineering degree, it's 
one cool job. D 
Gosselin explains the science of thermoacoustics to a couple of 
cartoon penguins in the Sounds Cool animation sequence on the 
Ben & jerry's Web site. More technical specs and schematics can 
be found on Penn State's Thermoacoustic Refrigeration page, 
www.acs.psu.edu!thermoacoustics. 
Ti111e Capsule 
(Continued from page 48) 
In this device, the input signal is subtracted from the output, leaving 
just the distortion. T he distortion is then amplified separately and 
used to cancel out the distortion in the original, amplified signal. 
The technique worked, but the equipment was touchy and dif-
ficult to maintain. Black continued to refine the feed-forward amplifier 
for three more years, all the while searching for a more elegant 
approach. The search ended on Aug. l , 1927. 
A famous ferry ride 
The day started like any other for Black. He ate breakfast in his 
rented room in East Orange, N.J., caught the Lackawana train to 
Hoboken, then transferred to the Christopher Street ferry, which 
would take him across the Hudson River to lower Manhattan. It was 
a clear morning and the sun glinted off the Statue of Liberty. 
Other engineers headed to Western Electric clustered on the 
foredeck to chat and enjoy the view, but Black kept to himself, as he 
usually did, thinking. At exactly 8: 15, the solution to the problem 
he'd been wrestling with for six years came to him in a flash. Search-
ing his pockets and finding nothing to write on, he ran to the ferry's 
newsstand and bought a copy of the New York Times. 
H e leafed through the paper and found a page that was printed 
very faintly, but which clearly showed the date. On it, he sketched a 
canonical diagram of a negative feedback amplifier and a few basic 
equations to describe it, then he signed the page. When the ferry 
docked, he hurried to the lab, where he asked another engineer to 
review what he'd recorded and tes tify that he understood it. The 
framed page is now a treasured artifact in the Bell Labs archives. 
The story of Black's flash of insight has become one of the great 
myths in engineering history. But Black always maintained that the 
notion of negative feedback came to him all at once, Mervin Kelly 
wrote that he believed Black had worked out the basic details of neg-
ative feedback before that famous ferry ride, and only needed to arrive 
at the final mathematical solution en route to the office that morning. 
It has also become clear over the years that while Black deserves 
the credit for the invention of the negative feedback principle, other 
Bell Labs theorists played pivotal roles in making it a success, including 
Harry Nyquist, who devised a widely hailed criterion for determining 
when a negative feedback amplifier would be stable and free of distor-
tion, or "singing," and Hendrik Bode, who developed design tech-
niques that helped other engineers widely adapt Black's idea. 
From skepticism to acceptance 
Though it is now a fundamental tool in electrical engineering, Black's 
discovery was initially met with skepticism within Bell Labs, in part 
because the idea was radical, but also because Black, as an engineer 
with only a bachelor's degree and a few years of experience, rankled 
the well-educated researchers and theoreticians who tended to drive 
the lab's technical development. Black's idea also met stiff resistance 
from the U.S. Patent Office, which took nearly 10 years to approve 
his application. 
T he delay in the patent was partly due to the large number of 
claims that Black included (the final patent filled 52 pages of text and 
35 sheets of drawings) and his stubborn refusal to part with any of 
them. Alton C. Dickieson, Black's lab assistant at the time, later 
remembered that Black early on saw a wealth of applications for nega-
tive feedback and "talked endlessly on this topic to his colleagues, and 
The page from the Aug. l , 1927, New York Times on which Black jotted 
down equations and diagrams describing the negative feedback amplifier, 
an idea that came to him in a flash while riding the ferry to work. 
to anyone who would listen." Black's long-range view of the potential 
of negative feedback, Dickieson said, explains why he wrote his patent 
claims so broadly and defended them so fiercely. 
Black worked diligently to build working prototypes of a nega-
tive feedback amplifier. In 1928, AT&T decided to put his discovery 
to a major test. The company simulated a transcontinental phone 
line in a laboratory in Morristown, N.J., with miles of cable, folded 
back on itself, and a negative feedback amplifier every 25 miles. The 
trial was deemed a success, and Black's invention went on to become a 
vital component of the nation's long-distance telephone infrastructure. 
Black remained at Bell Labs for 40 years, continuing to inno-
vate in many areas of electronics, including signal modulation, 
earning patents and recognition, though never again reaching the 
heights he hit so early in his career. His discovery of negative feed-
back brought him an almost endless series of awards and honors, 
including WPl's Goddard Award for Professional Achievement, the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Lamme Medal, and 
induction as the 25th member of the Inventors Hall of Fame. At 
WPI, he is memorialized with the Harold S. Black Scholarship, 
established by his wife, Meta, in 1992, and the Harold S. Black 
Award, given by the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
D epartment each spring to exemplary seniors. 
Black's notes in the WPI archives make clear that he delighted 
in these honors and took great pride in his achievements. One sen-
tence that he included in a handwritten autobiography neatly sums 
up his opinion of his place in engineering history, an opinion that 
seems now to be widely shared. "It is no exaggeration to say," he 
wrote, "that without Black's invention of the negative feedback 
amplifier, combined wi th his continuous and ever-expanding 
research and development of new feedback concepts, our exotic 
communications of today would not be possible." 
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Staying Connected with Old Friends 
Material for Class Notes comes from newspaper and magazine clippings, press releases, 
and information supplied by alumni . Due to production schedules, some notes may be out 
of date at publication, but may be updated in future issues. Please allow up to 6 months for 
your news to appear in print. Submit your Class Note at www.wpi.edu/ +Transformations 
or alumni-editor@wpi .edu . You may fax it to 508-831 -5604, or mail it to Alumni Editor, 
Transformations, WPI , 100 Institute Road, Worcester, MA 01609-2280. 
1960s 
Donald Sanger '62 lives in Stafford, Conn., 
where he exhibits model railways and devotes 
his time to restoration work for railroad 
museums throughout New England. He is 
retired from Pratt & Whitney. 
Bruce Maccabee '64 published "Inflationary 
Theory Implications for Extraterrestrial 
Visitations" in the journal of the British 
Interplanetary Society, along with his two 
co-authors. He writes that recent advances in 
physics do not contradict the possibility of 
the existence of extraterrestrial civilizations, 
and that extraterrestrials may be more inter-
ested in gathering knowledge of other species 
than in attempting direct communication, 
which would explain their covertness. 
No Nukes? Go Nukes? 
Bridge Readers Speak Out 
The Un ited States hasn 1t built a nuclear 
power plant for over 30 years, but with 
rising energy prices and dwindling oil 
reserves, some policy makers say it's time 
for a nuclear spring-that the nuclear 
option represents a clean, lower-cost 
alternative to electricity made with fossil 
fuels . 
In the April Question , we asked readers 
of WPl 1s monthly e-newsletter The Bridge 
what they thought. Of the 292 respond-
ents, 69 percent said the benefits of 
nuclear power outweigh any environ-
mental or safety concerns; 24 percent 
said those concerns outweigh the benefits ; 
7 percent had no op inion. 
Each month , The Bridge gives readers 
an opportunity to weigh in on important 
issues of the day. Don 1t miss your chance 
to make your voice heard . 
Sign up for The Bridge today by visiting 
alumni. wpi.edu/News/Bridge. 
Tom Pease '65 joined Lawler, Matusky & 
Skelly Engineers in 1972, after earning a 
master's and doctorate from NYU School of 
Engineering. He was made partner in 1990. 
The firm recently merged with HDR Inc., a 
large national engineering, architecture, and 
planning firm, to become HDR/LMS, where 
Tom now holds the tide of senior profes-
sional associate. He lives in Carmel, N .Y. 
Charles Blanchard '67 is the first town 
administrator to be hired by the town of 
Paxton, Mass. He lives in Sturbridge. 
John Hiscock '69 of Wilton, Conn., was 
elected state director of the New England 
Water Works Association, 
1970s 
Bill Hillner '70 recently completed a 3112-
year assignment for Exxon in Angola and has 
relocated to Port Harcourt, Nigeria, where 
he serves as construction manager for a large 
offshore oil and gas project. 
Paul Ash '71 was appointed superintendent 
of schools for the Lexington, Mass., public 
school system, effective July 1, 2005. The 
district represents 6,200 pupils. 
John Minasian '72, former dean ofWPI's 
extended education division, is now vice 
president and dean of Rensselaer at 
Hartford. 
David Demers '7 4 
('84 M.S., FPE) was 
appointed by Gov. 
Mitt Romney as 
chairman of the 
Massachusetts Board 
of Fire Prevention 
Regulations. He is 
president of Demers 
Associates Inc. and deputy chief of the 
Lunenburg Fire Department. 
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Ed Gordon '7 4 was featured in Loudoun 
Magazine. A longtime member and regional 
vice chairman of Mensa, he is involved in 
planning conventions and events. Ed lives 
in Ashburn, Va., with his wife, Linda, whom 
he met at a Mensa dinner. 
Bruce Arey '75 and his wife, Debbie, be-
came grandparents this year. Their daughter 
Allison gave birth to Lynda Sofia Melo on 
April 7. Bruce and Debbie live in Grafton, 
Mass. 
David Fowler '75 was appointed senior 
vice president of marketing at Pragmatech 
Software in Nashua, N.H. 
John Kelly '75 is a ski groomer at the 
Blanford (Mass.) Ski Area. His job was fea-
tured in a series on snow-related occupations 
in the Springfield Sunday Republican. 
Douglas Sargent '75 is the new director of 
public works for the town of Northfield, N.H. 
Gary Anderson '76 has joined Service Net-
work Inc. in Worcester as director of sales . 
John Casey '76 was elected chairman of the 
American Shipbuilding Association. He is 
president of Electric Boat in Groton, Conn. 
Al Smyth '76 reports that his daughter, 
Allison, was a finalist at the 2005 Intel 
International Science and Engineering Fair 
in Phoenix. Her project was "Crash 
Monitoring Device for Vehicles with Four or 
More Wheels." Allison is a junior at the 
Massachusetts Academy of Ma~hematics and 
Science. 
l 
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In the 
Public Eye 
The Shrewsbury Chronicle memorialized 
the late Jim Donahue '44 with a story about the 
fountains at Dean Park, which were donated to 
the town by his wife, Babs, in his memory ... 
Worcester Business Development Corp. director 
Richard Kennedy '65 was mentioned in a front page story in the Sunday Boston 
Globe contrasting the cities of Worcester and Providence ... Dean Kamen '73 was 
inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame, along with guitar icon Les 
Paul and the late frozen foods pioneer Clarence Birdseye ... David Sheehan '85, 
president and CEO of Dig irad Corp., was profiled in the San Diego Business 
Journal ... ECI Biotech, owned by M itch Sanders '88, received a 2005 New 
England Innov ation Award from the Smaller Business Association of New 
England ... Fortune magazine interviewed Todd Wyman '89 for the article "How to 
Battle the Coming Brain Drain " in the March 7 , 2005, issue. He manages the global 
supply chain for General Electric's rail transportation business ... Dorian Hunt '02 made 
People magazine's "Most Beautiful People 2005" issue after his girlfriend, Stephanie 
Carney, answered the call for "everyday people whose stunning looks match their big 
hearts." Dorian's photo and profile appeared in the "Beauties on Your Block" spread in 
the May 9 issue ... the Boston Globe sat in on Jason Reposa '02 's Introduction to 
Video Games class at Middlesex Community College, where he is an adjunct professor in 
the computer science department. The article quoted him on the importance of the 
medium to the current generation of college students, and the future of gaming as an 
educational discipline . 
Neal Wright '76 reports, "I had a super 
2004. I passed the project management 
professional (PMP) exam, was promoted to 
assistant vice president at Michael Baker Jr. 
Inc., and was inducted as a fellow of the 
Society of American Military Engineers. This 
year I will have two articles published by 
Port Technology International and the ASCE. 
Life is great at home, too, with my wife, 
Missy, and our son, Matthew." They live in 
Norfolk, Va. 
John Osowski '77 married Martha Every 
last December. His sons, Paul and Alex, 
were best men; her daughters, Hannah and 
Madeline, were bridesmaids. John is director 
of planning and construction for SUNY 
College at Brockport in upstate New York. 
He is active in the Rochester section of 
ASCE as a past president. John recently rook 
up the biathlon and placed 9th in the novice 
class in a local race. He is also a certified ice 
hockey referee and captain of Brockport's 
Chase Bank Corporate Challenge running 
team. 
Mark Cioffi. '78 of Pembroke, Mass., has 
been active as a trustee and treasurer of the 
local library, where he raised funds and over-
saw construction of a new 8,000-square-
foot, $1.4 million facility. "Nor a large proj -
ect by my WPI classmates' experience," he 
writes, but the library, formerly housed in an 
800-square-foot rented house, has its own 
home for first rime in 225 years. ''.Any WPI 
student or grad who wants an ann ual mem-
bership, just let me know," he writes . 
Paul Lefebvre '78 (M.S., ME) was named 
product area director for undersea warfare 
analysis and assessment for the Naval 
Undersea Warfare Center in Newport, R.I. 
Sergej Ochrimenko '78 joined Structural 
Preservation Systems, a Structural Group 
company, in Hanover, Md., as a project 
manager. 
1980 
James DeCarlo joined Greenberg Traurig, 
LLP, as a shareholder in the intellectual 
property group. He is based in the company's 
New York office. 
Richard Whalen and his wife, Iris, 
announce the birth of their daughter, Sarah 
Nicole, on April 5, 2005. They live in 
Framingham, Mass. , where Richard works 
for Process Software. 
981 
R. K. "Arkey" Endres was promoted to 
senior technical associate at DuPont's 
Corpus Christi plant, where he is responsible 
for the sire's instrumentation and control 
systems, as well as providing design leader-
ship on sire expansion projects. He and his 
wife, Gina, are the proud parents of Dana, 
19 (Texas A&M Class of 2008), and Alyssa, 
15. Ar key is the owner of Endres e-Media, 
which produces high-end specialty printed 
and video media. 
"Idaho is a great place to be!" writes Eric 
Freeman, senior engineer at Micron 
Technology in Boise. "My wife, Kristin, 
teaches riding and is training our Morgan 
horses. We have a 26-year-old son in the Air 
Force, a daughter, 24, who is job-hunting, 
and a 20-year-old daughter still in college." 
Richard Urella was appointed vice president 
of sales and marketing at David Clark Co. in 
Worcester, where he has worked for more 
than 20 years. 
1982 
Robert Bean is chief operating officer of 
Kubotek USA, in Marlborough, Mass. His 
former company, CADKEY Corp., was 
acquired by Kubotek, a Japanese firm, in 
2003. 
Douglas Frey was admitted to the New York 
State bar and has joined Haynes Construc-
tion in Seymour, Conn., as in-house counsel. 
1983 
Mark Besse and his wife, Kristy, welcomed 
their third child, Olivia Marcell, into the 
world on May 9, 2005. He writes, "Our 
other children, Jared, 7, and Audrey, 3, are 
quite proud siblings. All are healthy and are 
enjoying the warm Texas weather. " Mark is 
in his 19th year at Nortel Networks as a 
wireless software developer. 
Matthew Goldman ('88 M.S. , EE) is vice 
president of technology for Tandberg TV 
Broadcasting and Cable chronicled his career 
path from WPI up through the ranks of the 
TV technology industry in an article titled 
"Maestro ofTech. " 
Vincent Vignaly lives in West Bolyston, 
where he has been active on the town plan-
ning board and conservation commission. 
He is an environmental engineer with the 
Massachusetts Department of Conservation 
and Recreation. 
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Bookshelf 
Recent and new publications 
by WPI alumni, faculty, staff 
The ABCs of Mutual Funds: Every-
thing Your Financia l Consultant 
Really Doesn't Have Time to Explain 
The ABCs of IPOs: Investment 
Strategies and Tactics for New Issue 
Securities 
by Robert Anthony Chechile 160 
iUniverse, Inc. 
THE ABCs of 
MUTUAL FUNDS 
Ew!ytbing Your lbndal Comu1lmlt 
Rl!ally Doesn't Hav!l 'lbne ID Elplaln 
Former aerospace 
engineer and 
mechanical 
engineering 
professor Bob 
Chechile made a 
midlife career 
change in 1992, 
when downsizing 
in the defense 
industry forced him 
to leave New 
England and 
reinvent himself as 
a stockbroker for 
a West Coast 
regional securities 
underwriter. He 1s 
also trained aspir-
ing stockbrokers 
and offered adult 
education courses 
on investment securities . Now in retirement 
in Southern California, Chechile shares his 
knowledge with individual investors to 
help them avoid the pitfalls of unsuitable 
investments and unscrupulous stockbrokers. 
The ABCs of Mutual Funds explains the 
basics of these "safe haven" investments 
for risk-averse individuals who want to 
control their financial destiny and minimize 
risk. For risk takers seeking high capital 
appreciation, The ABCs of IPOs offers 
advice on evaluating new issue offerings 
and analyzing their potential for success. 
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1984 
David Capotosto is pastor of the First 
Apostolic Church of Biddeford (M aine), 
where he has served for 12 years. 
Boston Magazine fea-
tured Robert Kilroy 
as a "M assachusetts 
Rising Star Super 
Lawyer," among the 
top 2.5 percent of the 
ci ty's bes t up-and-
coming lawyers. H e is 
a specialist in employ-
ment litigation for Mirick, O 'Connell, 
DeMallie & Lougee, LLP, in Westborough 
and Worcester. A graduate of Cornell Law 
School, Bob lives in Upton, M ass., with his 
wife, Deb, and two daughters, Shauna and 
Julia. 
Jim Melvin was appointed executive vice 
president of marketing and business develop-
ment at Network Intelligence Corp. in 
Westwood, Mass. 
985 
By the time Transformations went to press 
last spring, Chris Cavigioli had already been 
recruited away from N emeriX to work as 
market development manager for multi-
media at MIPS Technologies in Mountain 
View, Calif This cut his commute from 25 
hours (which included three hours of driving 
a rental car over the Swiss Alps after a 20-
hour intercontinental flight), to just 25 min-
utes. Chris and Carrie are now enjoying the 
pas toral San Mateo countryside while work-
ing like crazy in Silicon Valley and enjoying 
weekends in San Francisco and thereabouts. 
"Come and visit!" he writes . 
Tom Curatolo is director of applications 
engineering for Vicor Corp. in Andover, 
Mass. 
Nantucket innkeeper Matt Parker opened 
Swan House, a four-bedroom post-and-beam 
property that's just around the corner from 
Seven Sea Street Inn, which he and his wife, 
Mary, have owned and run for 18 years. 
1986 
Michael DeLeeuw is vice president of 
Passive Safety Sys tems at Instron Structural 
Testing in Detroit. His article on "crash sled" 
tes ting of interior safety components 
appeared in Automotive & Aerospace Test 
Report. 
1987 
Kevin Collins has joined the national patent 
and intellectual property litigation group of 
Covington & Burling in Washington, D.C. 
H e is a graduate of the University of 
Baltimore School of Law. 
Christopher Hirst is still working at 
N ational Starch & Chemical Co., "thanks to 
the awesome on-campus recruiting program 
way back in '87," he writes. "My current job 
is site director for corporate headquarters in 
Bridgewater, N.J. Last year I earned my 
private pilot license after years of being 
obsessed by airplanes. I am still trying to talk 
my wife, Suzanne, into the wisdom of buy-
ing an airplane. In my spare time, I continue 
as a volunteer firefighter in Kingston, N.J. , 
now as a fi rs t lieutenant. " 
1988 
Angela (latrou) Simon works for Perini 
Management Services. She recently passed 
the North Carolina Unlimited Building 
Contractor's Licensing Exam, enabling her 
company to pursue construction projects in 
that state. She is a member of the National 
Association of Women in Construction and 
serves as a mentor to female WPI students 
through the Women's Industry N etwork 
(WIN) program. Angela lives in Framing-
ham, M ass., with her husband, Erik, and 
their children, Korinna, Xander, and 
Nathan. 
Paula Sonntag (M.M.) was honored as 
Teacher of the Year at Shirley (Mass.) Middle 
School, where she teaches math. 
1989 
Mark Sullivan has been head coach of the 
WPI Ski Team for almost 20 years. Mech-
anical engineering professor Chris Brown, 
who teaches some of the team members in 
his Technology of Alpine Skiing class, says, 
"Mark knows what to do, not ju t to coach 
the skiers, but to manage the team so that 
they make positive impressions and enhance 
WPI's reputation. This is unusual-most ski 
racers do not maintain such great reputa-
tions with the mountain management." 
1990 
John Lombardi started Ventana Research 
Corp. in his garage four years ago, with four 
part-time employees; he recently expanded 
into a 4,200-square-foot industrial building 
in Tucson, Ariz. His current research 
involves special coatings for military tents 
and uniforms that would block biological 
and chemical warfare agents. He is also 
developing polishing fluids for disc drive 
reader heads that are derived from green tea, 
rather than the toxic compounds currently 
used in the computer manufacturing indus-
try. The new facility will enable Lombardi to 
increase Ventana's staff to 20-25 people and 
begin in-house manufacturing. 
Bob Morales recently joined Argon ST as 
manager of integration and testing for naval 
systems. Argon develops C4ISR systems for 
Department of Defense customers. He 
continues to live in Northern Virginia with 
his wife, Margaret, and daughters, Grace, 
Marie, and Elizabeth. 
1991 
Doug Folsom is plant manager for GE 
Aircraft Engines in Rutland, Vt. He spoke 
with the Rutland Herald about the irony of a 
world-class lean manufacturing plant located 
in the heart of rural Vermont, a state better 
known for farming, hiking, and skiing. "I 
think this comes from that Yankee ingenuity 
and the creativeness of the folks that work 
here,'' he said. 
George Oulundsen was granted the tide of 
Distinguished Member of Technical Staff by 
his employer, OFS (previously SpecTran 
Communication Fiber Technologies), located 
in Spencer, Mass. He joined the company in 
1998 and was instrumental in perfecting the 
company's LaserWave optic fiber. 
1992 
David Andrade continues as a high-school 
physics teacher and part-time senior para-
medic for Stratford EMS in Connecticut. 
He and his wife, Cori, recently finished 
extensive training for the company's Special 
Operations team, including weapons of mass 
destruction and tactical EMS . They both 
have been involved in EMS for more than 
17 years (David was an early member of 
WPI's EMS team). They live in Stratford 
with their ferret and two cats. 
Homecoming : September 30-0ctober 1, 2005 class notes 
A Sortie lo Remember Maj . Paul Cotellesso '91 (right) and Ma j. Danny 
Palubeckis '89 flew an F-16 "Viper" fam iliarization sorti e together on June 2 , 2005 . Both are 
stationed w ith the 8th Fighter W ing , also known as the Wolf Pack, at Kun san A ir Base in the 
Republ ic of South Korea . Cotellesso is operations officer for the civi l eng ineering squadron , 
and Palubeckis is an assistant operations officer and F-16 pilot w ith the fighter squadron . 
After takeoff, Cotellesso atta ined unrestricted afterburner climb at maximum eng ine thrust, 
w ith an a irspeed of Mach 1.18, and G-forces exceeding 8 .5 . Palubeckis pushed the F-16 
to its design limits during the one-versus-one train ing sortie and destroyed a simulated enemy 
aircraft in an a ir-to-a ir engagement in minimum time, util izing the M-6 1 20mm cannon only. 
The high-performance sortie - a ra re experience, even for Air Force personnel - a lso included 
a simulated engine-out landing back at Kunsan Air Base and a two-ship formation landing 
with Palubeckis' w ingman. " Paul is sti ll smiling from ear to ear, " Dan notes. 
David Flinton was promoted to product 
marketing manager for the Seneca Falls, 
N.Y., operations ofITT Industrial Products 
Group. He joined the company's A-C Pump 
business in 1997 and has held positions of 
increasing responsibility in various fluid 
technologies departments. Dave and his 
wife, Silvia, live in Canandaigua with their 
children, Joshua and Ana. 
Jen Schaeffer returned to graduate school 
for a Ph.D. in civil engineering (geotechni-
cal) at Virginia Tech. She completed a mas-
ter's degree in that department in 1997 and 
spent the last six years working for CH2M 
Hill in Seattle as a staff engineer. She reports 
that her husband, Alex, is providing excellent 
care and feeding of a Ph.D. student. 
Who: Amine Khechfe '84 
What: Picture It Postage'" by Endicia 
Where: Norwood, Mass. 
Why: Turn letters and packages into 
personal ized works of art with custom 
postage stamps. Upload a photo to 
the Web site and receive a sheet of 
val id U.S. postage stamps with your 
image. From wedd ing invitations with 
a picture of the happy couple, to 
postcards bearing the likeness of the 
family dog, the only limit is your 
imagination . (Terms and Conditions 
are posted on the site .) 
Web: PictureltPostage.com 
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1993 
Shannon Gallagher Beauregard and 
Daniel Beauregard '94, along with their 
son, Jarrod, announce the arrival of Glenna 
Shannon on March 3, 2004. 
Eric Bell has lots of good news from his 
family, starting with the birth of daughter 
Grace Martina on April 10, 2005. "My wife, 
Patsy, and I are slowly coming up the parent-
hood learning curve," he reports. Eric is 
back in venture capital, having joined 
Seattle-based Vulcan Inc. as a senior associ-
ate, specializing in investing in early-stage 
life sciences companies. "I am looking for-
ward to the new challenges of both father-
hood and Vulcan." 
Navy Lt. j.g. Eric Graham graduated from 
Basic Civil Engineer Corps Officer School in 
Port Hueneme, Calif, recently. His studies 
included engineering management, network 
analysis, financial management, and the 
management of naval and civilian personnel. 
1994 
Mark Barrucci joined Realty Executives 
Marsh & Assoc. as a new executive. He is 
also co-owner of Nanabette's Ice Cream in 
Woburn, Mass. 
1995 
Christopher Ciriello married Heather 
Sabourin on Aug. 28, 2004. He is a civil 
engineering consultant with Malcolm Pirnie 
Inc. in Wakefield, Mass. 
Jeff Collemer and his wife, Rebecca, are 
pleased to announce the birth of their 
daughter, Sara Toby, on April 9, 2005. 
The Collemer family resides in Cumberland, 
R.I. Jeff is a senior software engineer for 
American Power Conversion. 
Michael Lemons and his wife, Missy, are 
proud to announce the birth of their daugh-
ter, Cecelia Kate, on Jan. 18, 2005. They 
currently reside in Raleigh, N.C. Michael is 
a process engineer specializing in pharma-
ceuticals. He earned his PE license in 2003. 
1996 
Michael Caprio moved from Worcester to 
Cape Cod last year to become an employee 
of CranBerry Technologies, a software com-
pany spun off from BackOffice Associates, 
specializing in SAP data migration. He was 
promoted to product manager in February. 
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Pam (Kelly) and Steve Sluter announce the 
birth of their second daughter, Bethany 
Ellen. She was born at Women and Infants 
Hospital in Providence, R.I. 
1997 
Paula Brezniak married Jason Monsees on 
Nov. 20, 2004, in North Carolina, with 
Patti Kessler '96 as maid of honor. Afrer a 
honeymoon in St. Lucia, the couple contin-
ues to live in Greensboro, where Jason is a 
packaging engineer for Syngenta Crop 
Protection, and Paula is an operations man-
ager for American Express. 
1998 
Michael Glynn and Rosanna Catricala '99 
were married Sept. 25, 2004. They live in 
Mansfield, Conn., with their cat, Lola. 
Rosanna earned an MBA at Regis College 
in 2003. Michael was recently appointed 
corporate marketing manager for Accu-Time 
Systems. 
Photographer Kirk Jalbert exhibited his 
MFA thesis, "Illusion/Elusion," a~ interac-
tive video installation based on Atari 2600 
video game systems, at Tufts University's 
Tisch Gallery in May. 
Jeannine (Block) and James Lovering are 
excited to announce the birth of their 
daughter, Amelia Marie, on May 9, 2005 . 
They live in Mystic, Conn. James is teaching 
high school physics at the Morgan School in 
Clinton. Jeannine is a senior research scien-
tist at Pfizer Inc. in Groton. 
Molly McCabe and Brian Gagon '97 wel-
comed Maeve Elizabeth on April 21, 2005. 
They live in California, where Brian is a 
consultant with Rolf Jensen & Assoc., and 
Molly is director of quality and regulatory 
affairs for CoolSystems Inc. 
Patrick O'Brien is business leader for GE 
Insurance Solutions' U.S. Accident & Health 
business unit, based in the company's Avon, 
Conn., office. He began his career at GE in 
199 5 as a loss representative. 
Michael Stark and his wife, Amanda, 
announce the arrival of Abigail Paige, baby 
sister to their son, Jonathan. Abigail was 
born on Feb. 11 , 2005. They live in 
Hooksett, N.H. 
Honored at Boston Marathon 
Former champions gathered to sa lute Marine 
Cpl. Justin Lutz '02 (in uniform), who attended 
the 109th Boston Marathon as an honored 
guest of the Boston Ath letic A ssoc iation . Lutz, 
a former cross-country capta in at WPI and a 
Reebok-sponsored runner, recently returned 
from Iraq , where he continued tra ining th rough-
out both of his deployments, keeping in touch 
with his coach by e-mail. His dedication was 
highlighted in a Chris tian Science Mon itor 
article about the perseverance and ingenu ity 
of sold ier-athletes. Although he watched this 
year 's marathon from the finish line, Justin has 
his sights set on qua li fying for the 2008 
Olympics. 
1999 
Ethan D eneault received his doctorate in 
physics from Clemson University. His disser-
tation was "The Formation and Growth of 
Large Carbon Solids in Supernovae." He has 
accepted an assistant professorship at the 
College of Charleston, in South Carolina. 
Ethan and his wife, Kristina, have a son, 
John Conor. 
Andrew Solitro is an electrical engineer at 
Teradyne. He married Jamie Goddeau in 
November 2004. They live in Framingham, 
Mass. 
2000 
Nathan and Sarah (Snow) Wilfert 
announce the birth of their first child, Lily, 
on Jan. 26, 2005 . The family lives in 
Redmond, Wash. 
001 
Jessica Hoepf and Jeff Costa '02 are 
engaged. They are planning an April 2006 
wedding in Portsmouth, .H. 
200 
David Chevrier and Lauren Barker '04 
were wed in Lewiston, Maine, on Aug. 28, 
2004. They reside on Cape Cod, where 
Lauren is a research associate for Associates 
of Cape Cod Inc., a global supplier of ana-
lyte detection products. David works in 
Woods Hole as a GIS specialist and software 
engineer for the federal government. His 
3-D visualizations of fisheries acoustics data 
won Best Visualization Research at the 
NOAATech 2004 Expo in Washington, 
D.C. His scientific animations will be dis-
played in a museum exhibit at the Gulf of 
Maine Research Institute in Portland, open-
ing in September 2005 . 
Kerri Hufnagle and 
Michael Wojcik were 
married Oct. 2, 2004. 
Wedding attendants 
included Cara 
Obadowski and 
Alonna Schienda. 
Many other WPI 
alumni were present 
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for the celebration. Kerri works for Pratt & 
Whitney, and Michael works at Tenergy 
Christ Water, LLC. They recently purchased 
their first home in Manchester, Conn. 
Alycia Wood ('04 M.S., FPE) is a fire pro-
tection engineer for TJ Klem and Assoc. 
2 3 
Army Spec. Christopher Cullen graduated 
from basic combat training at Fort Knox, 
Ky., recently. 
Beka Fowler and Matt Shea say they will 
tie the knot on Nov. 11, 2005, in beautiful 
Pennsylvania, and then live happily ever 
after. 
Travis Parks received his M.S. in nuclear 
engineering from MIT in September. He 
lives in Washington, D .C., and works for 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
Jennifer Persico and Kevin Rohleder '04 
are planning to marry on Sept. 3, 2005, in 
Washington, Va. Many WPI alumni have 
been invited to attend and participate in the 
happy event. 
004 
Tasha Andrade appeared as a contestant on 
Wheel of Fortune on April 7, 2005. She and 
fiance Joshua Clark went to LA for the 
taping in November, accompanied by her 
family. "I won $6,250 (cash) solving three 
puzzles, bur I wasn't the big winner," she 
says. Tasha, an honor student at Roger 
Williams University School of Law, and 
Joshua became engaged June 3, and plan to 
marry in September 2006. 
John Baird starts a master's program this 
September in the epidemiology and public 
health department of Yale University, with a 
concentration in biostatistics. John has been 
living in Taiwan, where he teaches English. 
Tzipporah Kertesz joined AmeriCorps after 
graduation to work on environmental and 
educational programs on the West Coast. 
Her placements included the Catalina Island 
Conservancy off the coast of California and 
watershed preservation projects in Portland, 
Ore. 
Graduate Management 
ograms 
Jim Kennedy '74 (MSM) lives in Pearl City, 
Hawaii. He has run the Honolulu Marathon 
for 27 consecutive years, and intends to 
tackle it again this December, but he notes 
that, at 80, he's getting slower every year. 
Which university offers the 
only MBA east of the Rockies that 
ranked in the Top 1 0 in both Career 
Prospects and Opportunities for 
Women? Yours. 
We know that when choosing an MBA program, nothing matters 
more than the doors it opens for you. The MBA at WPI launches 
more rewarding careers and provides greater opportunities to move into 
desirable career paths that will inspire and challenge you for a lifetime. 
Know where you want to go? Choose the MBA that will get you there. 
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Obituaries 
1920s 
Carl F. Alsing '28 of 
Somers, Conn., died Dec. 
21, 2004. He leaves his 
wife, Mary. A longtime 
research engineer at 
Westinghouse Electric 
Corp., he also taught elec-
trical engineering at several New England 
colleges and retired as professor emeritus 
from the University of Hartford. 
William M. Lester '28 
(Alpha Epsilon Pi) of 
Delray Beach, Fla., died 
March 12, 2005, leaving 
his wife, Gloria (Genin) . 
He was predeceased by his 
first wife, Betry. Lester 
revolutionized the plastics industry in 1935 
with his invention of an automated hydraulic 
injection molding machine. He founded 
Pyro Plastics Corp. and held more than 20 
patents. 
Edward E. Lane '29 
(Sigma Phi Epsilon) of 
Wayne, Pa., died Jan. 25, 
2004. He was an electrical 
engineer with Teleregister 
and later joined his brother-
in-law in the retail hard-
ware business. His wife, Virginia, survives 
him. 
1930s 
Arthur Zavarella '30 of Agawam, Mass., 
died Nov. 20, 2004. He was a retired science 
professor at Westfield State College. His 
wife, Alice (Balboni), survives him. 
John B. Tuthill '31 (Sigma Phi Epsilon) 
died Nov. 18, 2004. He was predeceased by 
his wife, Elsa (Hoyler), whom he met during 
his career with DuPont Co. After retirement, 
Tuthill returned to his hometown, Orient, 
N.Y., where he enjoyed a second career as a 
commercial fisherman. 
John R. Tinker '32 (Alpha Tau Omega) of 
Gardner, Mass., died June 22, 2004. His 
wife, Mildred, died in 2001. Tinker was 
retired from a teaching career at Gardner 
High School. 
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J. Alfred Bicknell '33 of 
Portland, Maine, died Feb. 
12, 2005 . A former chemist 
at S. D. Warren Co., he 
also produced postcards 
and desk calendars as 
proprietor of Bicknell 
Manufacturing. He lost his wife, Madeline, 
in 1996. 
Carl G. Bergstrom '35 (Sigma Phi Epsilon) 
of Holden, Mass., died Jan. 5, 2005. He 
leaves his wife, Mary (Dodge) . He was a 
metallurgist for Wyman-Gordon Co. 
John B. Howes '35 (Sigma Phi Epsilon) of 
Middleboro, Mass., died Aug. 22, 2004. He 
was the retired manager and vice president 
of Woods Pond Cranberry Co. His wife, 
Charlotte, survives him. 
George A. Makela '35 (Theta Chi) of 
Houston died Jan. 25, 2005 . A former 
hydraulics engineer, he leaves his wife, 
Mildred. 
Herbert}. Erickson '36 
(Phi Sigma Kappa) of Red 
Bank, N.J., died Aug. 1, 
2004. His wife, Jane 
(Stenberg) , predeceased 
him in 1983. A marine 
engineer, Erickson helped 
design the propulsion system for the USN 
Nautilus, the first nuclear-powered subma-
rine. He was retired from Bethlehem Steel. 
Harold F. Henrickson '36 
(Theta Chi) of Holden, 
Mass., died Feb. 21, 2005. 
He was assis tant chief of 
the engineering and draft-
ing department at Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft. He was 
the brother of the late John Henrickson '33. 
Wesley P. Holbrook '37 (Theta Chi) of 
Weymouth, Mass., died Feb. 22, 2004. 
A former industrial safety professor at 
Northeastern University, he also served as a 
safety engineer at the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration. He was prede-
ceased by his wife, Bettina Qones). 
Roy S. Edmands Sr. '38 of Media, Pa., died 
Jan. 22, 2005 . He worked on the Manhattan 
Project early in his career and later retired 
from Scott Paper Co. after 38 years of serv-
ice. He leaves his wife, Elise (Dallas) . 
Walter L. Longnecker '39 (Sigma Phi 
Epsilon), quarterback on WPI's first unde-
feated football team, died May 24, 2005. He 
lived in New London, N.H., and was retired 
as vice president of Gould Electronics. His 
wife, Mary, survives him. 
1940s 
Trustee Emeritus S. Merrill 
Skeist '40 (Alpha Epsilon 
Pi) died April 21, 2005 . H e 
was CEO of Spellman 
High Voltage Electronics 
Corp. He was predeceased 
by his wife, Marian. 
William Bosyk '41 of 
Holyoke, Mass., died Feb. 
26, 2005, leaving his wife, 
Elsie. He was retired from 
the Reed Prentice Division 
of Package Machinery. 
Robert B. Brautigam '41 
(Sigma Alpha Epsilon) of North Tonawanda, 
N.Y., died April 25, 2005, leaving his wife, 
Joan (McClelland). A chemical engineer, 
he was retired as technical manager of the 
Durez Plastics Division of Canadian 
Occidental. He was the brother of Hugh 
Brautigam '43 and Laurence Brautigam 
'49, who survive him. 
Frederick S. Sherwin '41 
(Theta Chi) of Fort Pierce, 
Fla., died March 27, 2005 . 
He leaves his wife, Marlene 
(Hock). Sherwin was presi-
dent of Value Engineered 
Systems Inc. 
Edward A. Hebditch '42 (Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon) of Fox Chapel, Pa., died Aug. 30, 
2004. He was principal of E. A. Hebditch 
and Assoc. His wife, Margaret (Muggins), 
survives him. 
Anthony V. Rainis '42 of Wayland, Mass., 
died April 7, 2005. He was retired from the 
Missiles Systems Division of Raytheon Co., 
where he worked for 37 years. His wife, 
Ruth (Sundin), survives him. 
Everett J. Ambrose Jr. '43 
(Lambda Chi Alpha) of 
Falmouth, Mass., died Jan. 
11, 2005. A former 
mechanical engineer for 
Monsanto Chemical Co., 
he leaves two daughters. 
Carl A. Giese '43 (Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon) of Upper 
St. Clair, Pa., died Jan. 28, 
2005. He was retired from 
a 40-year career with PPG 
Industries. His wife, Ruth, 
survives him. 
George W. Golding '43 died Feb. 16, 2004. 
A retired structural engineering supervisor 
for Raytheon, he was predeceased by his 
wife, Margaret (Nordwell). 
Theodore A. Haddad '43 died Jan. 9, 2005. 
His wife, Florence (Gillett), died in 1992. 
He was retired from the former Foster Grant 
Co. as a research physicist. 
Donald 0. Patten '43 of Sterling, Mass., 
died Nov. 19, 2004, leaving his wife, 
Marguerite (Ruggles) . A farm machinery 
dealer, he owned and operated Sterling 
Farmers Supply. 
Alex Petrides '43 of West Hartford, Conn., 
died March 11 , 2005 . His wife, Yvonne, sur-
vives him. An aeronautical engineer, Petrides 
worked for Kaman Aircraft and Sikorsky 
Aircraft. 
Charles E. Cannon '44 (Theta Chi) of 
Johnsonville, N.Y., died Dec. 16, 2004. He 
was predeceased by his wife, Mary (Greene). 
A longtime civil engineer who helped 
rebuild Alaska after the 1964 earthquake, he 
retired from Coffin & Richardson as a senior 
partner. 
J. David Clayton '44 
(Alpha Tau Omega) of 
Morristown, N.J., died Feb. 
25, 2005, leaving his wife, 
Catherine. He was retired 
from a 40-year career with 
· Exxon that rook him to 
Europe and South Africa. 
Former baseball captain 
Joseph W. Gibson Jr. '44 
(Sigma Phi Epsilon) of 
Wilmington, Del. , died 
March 12, 2005. He spent 
his career with DuPont 
Co., where he earned a 
number of patents for innovations in poly-
mer and textile technologies. He leaves three 
children. 
Former basketball and soc-
cer captain Howard E. 
Swenson '44 (Phi Sigma 
Kappa) of Attleboro, Mass. , 
died April 7, 2005. He 
leaves his wife, Virginia 
(Hanson). Swenson was 
president of Polyrech Industries, which 
he fo unded as Hanson Engineering Co. 
in 1952. 
Alvi T. Twing Jr. '45 died July 30, 2004. 
No further information is available. 
Wade E. Barnes '46 of Needham, Mass. , 
died March 17, 2005, leaving his wife, Sally 
(Carron). He was retired from Charles T. 
Main Inc. as an associate. 
Gordon A. Hollis '46 (Phi Sigma Kappa) 
of Saco, Maine, died Aug. 16, 2004. He 
worked for Mobil Pipe Line Co. and was rhe 
owner of Steward Technical Sales Corp. He 
leaves his wife, Margaret. 
Foster Jacobs '46 (Alpha Tau Omega) of 
Gorham, Maine, died July 24, 2003. His 
wife, Lorraine (LeBel), died in 2002. Jacobs 
was a retired mechanical engineer for the 
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth. 
Arvid S. Johnson '46 (Phi Sigma Kappa) of 
Largo, Fla., died Feb. 3, 2005, leaving his 
wife, Lois (Courtney). He was a retired busi-
nessman in the Worcester area who owned 
and operated a tool and die company for 
many years. 
Jack}. Landers '46 (Phi Kappa Theta) of 
Sandwich, Mass ., died Nov. 22, 2004. He 
leaves his wife, Berry (Limont). Landers was 
retired from New York's Off-Track Betting 
Corp. 
John C. Meade '46 (Phi Kappa Theta) of 
Torrance, Calif, died July 13, 2004. He was 
predeceased by his wife, Mary. Meade was a 
salesman for Industrial Commercial 
Properties. 
TheodoreJ.Murphy'46 
(Phi Gamma Delta) , a 
longtime resident of 
Greenwich, Conn., died 
Nov. 8, 2004, at his home 
in Port Chester, N.Y. A for-
mer mechanical engineer, 
he later taught at Stamford (Conn.) High 
School. His wife, Helen (Hansen), survives 
him. 
John "Larry" Stewart '46 (Alpha Tau 
Omega) of Wantagh, N.Y. , died May 8, 
2004. Founder and owner of Stewart 
Technical Sales Corp., he leaves his wife, 
Margaret. 
Robert W. Miller '47 of 
Sharon and North 
Falmouth, Mass ., died 
March 4, 2004, leaving 
his wife, Gertrude (Larkin). 
Miller was superintendent 
of engineering for Ameri-
can Steel and Wire Cable Works, a division 
of US Steel. 
Rev. Roger M. Cromack 
'48 (Sigma Phi Epsilon) of 
Chapel Hill, N . C., died 
March 14, 2005. His wife, 
Barbara, survives him. After 
retiring from a career in 
insurance with Marsh & 
McLennan Inc., he was ordained as a deacon 
of the Episcopal Church in 1994 and served 
at the Church of the Holy Family in Chapel 
Hill. 
Obituaries 
Robert A. Donnan '48 (Theta Chi) of 
Beaufort, N.C., died Jan. 10, 2005. A data 
communications specialist, he is credited 
with the development of IBM's synchronous 
data link control, which was later adopted as 
the international standard. Predeceased by 
his first wife, Doris, he leaves his wife, 
Nancy. 
Wesson C. Miller '48 
(Lambda Chi Alpha) of 
West Hartford, Conn., died 
March 14, 2005. His wife, 
Elizabeth (Gibbs), survives 
him. Miller worked for 
Northwestern Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. and was retired as an inde-
pendent insurance and securities agent. 
Sidney Baldwin '49 (Alpha Epsilon Pi) of 
Cypress, Calif., died Dec. 20, 2003. A pro-
fessor of political science and public admin-
istration at California Stare University, 
Fullerton, he was the author of Poverty & 
Politics and co-author of Government in 
America. His wife, Diana, survives him. 
Walter L. Beckwith Jr. '49 
of West Warwick, R.I., died 
Jan. 16, 2005, leaving his 
wife, Claire (Hastings). He 
worked for Leesona Corp. 
for many years and later 
retired from Brown & 
Sharp Manufacturing Co. 
Lawrence B. Borst '49 (Alpha Tau Omega) 
of Houston died April 19, 2005. He leaves 
his wife, Jane (Ryan) . Borst began his career 
with Arabian American Oil Co. and retired 
from Aramco Services. 
Irving M. "Sonny" Hass '49 (Phi Kappa 
T heta) of Cape May, N.J., died June 28, 
2004, leaving his wife, Eleanor (Carraher). 
He was retired from the former Sperry 
Gyroscope Co. 
Francis J. Hoey '49 died 
March 26, 2005. His wife, 
Regina (Hill), survives him. 
Hoey worked for the 
Massachusetts Department 
of Public Works for 39 
years and retired as district 
highway engineer. His three sons are WPI 
graduates. 
Jeremy W. Smith '49 (Theta Chi) of 
Shrewsbury, Mass. , died Feb. 5, 2005. He 
was a retired electrical engineer who worked 
for New England Electrical Systems for 35 
years. He leaves his wife, Corinne 
(Maynard) . 
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1950s 
Robert J. Hallisey 'SO died April 18, 2005. 
Predeceased by his first wife, Joy (St. Jean) , 
he leaves his wife Amrenia (Gianola). After 
retiring from Hughes Aircraft, Hallisey .was 
involved in real estate sales and promotion 
in the Diamond Bar, Calif, area before 
returning to Nashua, N.H., his hometown. 
Everett A. Hennessey 'SO 
(Phi Kappa Theta) of 
Millbury, Mass ., died Feb. 
21, 2005. He lost his wife, 
Pauline Qohnson) in 1981. 
Hennessey was retired from 
Brown and Sharpe Manu-
facturing Co. as chief electrical engineer of 
the machine tool division. 
in 1989. 
Bernard D. Callahan 'Sl 
of Panama City, Fla., died 
Feb. 8, 2005 . He taught 
mathematics at the former 
Worcester Boys Trade High 
School and at Worcester 
Technical Institute, retiring 
William Boraski 'S2 (Sigma Phi Epsilon) 
of Pittsfield, Mass., died April 18, 2005. A 
graduate of Northeastern University .Sc~ool 
of Law, he retired from private practice m 
1988. His wife, Eileen (Pelkey), survives him. 
Roy G. Gullberg 'S2 (Sigma Phi Epsilon) 
died April 20, 2005, at his home in 
Houston. He founded Preco Turbine 
Services in 1980, which grew to more than 
150 employees. He leaves his wife, Dorothy. 
He was predeceased by his first wife, Grace 
Qohnson), and his second wife, Betty. 
Edward Markarian 'S3 (Lambda Chi 
Alpha) died March 19, 2005. His wife, 
Ramona (Perry) died in 2004. Markarian 
was a mechanical engineer for Allied 
Chemical, Procter & Gamble, Flanders 
Filter, and Texas Gulf Phosphate. 
William J. Moroney 'S3 of Sudbury, Mass ., 
died June 12, 2004. He leaves his wife, 
Claire (LaCroix). He was retired from The. 
Foxboro Company as a senior systems engi-
neer. 
Timothy V. O'Toole Jr. 'S3 (Phi Kappa 
Theta) of Shrewsbury, Mass., died March 3, 
2005. His wife, Ellen (Diggins) died in 
1993. O 'Toole was a longtime engineer for 
Heald Machine Co. (now Cincinnati 
Milacron) . 
Raynald P. LeMieux 'SS (Phi Kappa Theta) 
of Pinehurst, N.C., died Feb. 7, 2005. He 
began his chemical engineering career at 
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Standard Oil and later retired from ARCO 
Technologies. 
Lebbeus S. Case 'S6 (SIM) of Tolland, 
Conn., died Jan. 27, 2005 . A retired super-
intendent and industrial engineer for Brand 
Rex Corp., he was predeceased by his wife, 
Jean. 
Raymond E. DeMatteo 'S6 died Sept.~' 
2004, at his home in Atkinson, N.H. His 
wife, Joan Qutres) survives him. DeMatteo's 
career included positions at Western Electric 
Co. and AT&T. After retirement, he spent 
several years in the health care field, as direc-
tor of business development for Home 
Health VNA and later, director of public 
affairs at Haverhill Municipal Hospital. 
Thomas W. Hansen 'S6 (Phi Gamma 
Delta) of Durango, Colo., died Jan . 23, 
2005, leaving his wife, Carol. He was retired 
from a lifelong career with IBM. 
Nicholas S. Moffa 'S6 (SIM) of Daytona 
Beach, Fla., died Feb. 10, 2005, leaving his 
wife, Theresa. He was the retired president 
of the abrasives division of Dresser Indus-
tries. Moffa received the Albert J. Schwieger 
Award for Outstanding Professional 
Achievement in 1978. 
Raul R. Giro 'S7 (Lambda Chi Alpha) of 
Miami, Fla., died Dec. 31, 2001. He was 
chief engineer for Bildon Inc. 
Alan H. Mitchell 'S7 (Theta Chi) of Aiken, 
S.C., died April 13, 2005. He was retired 
from Pratt & Whitney. His wife, Janet, sur-
vives him. 
Alfred L. Girard 'S8 of 
Amherst, N .H., died April 
14, 2005, leaving his wife, 
Gayle (Thayer). A professor 
of information technology 
at Southern New Hampshire 
University for six years, he 
previously worked for 25 years in ~aytheon's 
Missile Systems and Electromagnetic Sys-
tems divisions. Girard received a master's 
degree in electrical engineering from North.-
eastern University and held several patents m 
speech scrambling and other defense-related 
technologies. 
Joseph Mora 'S9 (M.S., ME) died April 1, 
2005, at his home in Yarmouth, Maine, after 
a long illness. He leaves his wife, Ellen. Mora 
worked for General Electric for 21 years and 
later did consulting work for several engi-
neering firms. 
Leonard J. Scott 'S9 (Sigma Alpha Epsilon) 
of Ann Arbor, Mich., died Aug. 13, 2004, 
after a three-year battle with renal cell carci-
noma. A certified social worker and graduate 
of the Oberlin School of Theology, with 
postgraduate studies at the Universi?' of 
Chicago Divinity School, he served m a 
number of pastoral posts at the University 
of Michigan for more than 30 years . His 
wife, Joan, survives him. 
1960s 
Frederick S. Buma '60 
(Sigma Alpha Epsilon) of 
Orlando, Fla., died Dec. 
27, 2004. He was retired 
from R.H. White Con-
struction Co. as chief esti-
mator and cost analyst, 
after 3 7 years of service. He leaves his wife, 
Judith (Bergeson) . 
Donald L. Harper '60 of Brevard, N.C., 
died Nov. 8, 2004. He leaves his wife, 
Barbara. He spent his career in the telecom-
munications industry and retired from 
Verizon Communications. 
Robert F. Kelley '60 (MNS) of Worcester 
died April 30, 2005, at age 78. He was 
retired from Worcester State College as pro-
fessor emeritus. He leaves his wife, Alfreda 
(Sarapas) . 
Kenneth Roberts '60 
(Alpha Epsilon Pi) died 
April 15, 2005. He leaves 
his wife, Lea. He spent 
most of his career as a busi-
ness owner in Houston. 
Chester W. Stanhope '60 
of Haverhill, Mass., died 
Oct. 30, 2004. A former 
electrical engineering 
professor at Merrimack 
College, he leaves his wife, 
Carolyn. 
Trustee Emeritus Albert M. 
Demont '31 (Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon) of Schenectady, 
N.Y., died July 28, 2005 . 
He leaves his wife, Phyll is, 
a daughter and a son. His 
first wife, Doris (Gilgore) 
died in 1977. Demont was retired from 
General Electric Co., where he started as an 
engineer in 1932 and advanced to manager 
of professional manpower development for 
Corporate Research and Development. His 
service to WPI included membership on 
the Board ofTrustees from 1964 to 1974, 
as well as chairing the Honorary Degree 
Committee and planning reunions. A loyal 
correspondent for WPI publications, 
Demonr delighred in gathering news of far-
flung classmares and passing along wedding 
and birch announcemenrs from younger 
alumni. He received rhe Herberr F. Taylor 
Alumni Award for Disringuished Service 
in 1973. 
Rerired Lr. Col. William J. Coughlan '62 
(MNS) died Feb. 25, 2005. A former reacher 
ar Rindge Technical School, he joined rhe 
Air Force in 1941 and served unril 1976. 
William J. Savola '63 (Alpha Tau Omega) 
of Wilbraham, Mass., died Feb. 20, 2005, 
leaving his wife, Deborah (Laprade). He was 
a professor of physics ar Springfield 
Technical College. 
George R. Bazinet '68 (Alpha Tau Omega) 
of Dulurh, Ga., died Feb. 18, 2003, leaving 
his wife, Phyllis. He worked for American 
Can Co. 
Rene J. Roy '69 of Chelmsford, Mass., died 
Nov. 19, 2004, afrer a brief illness. He leaves 
his wife, Gail (Kmiorek) . Roy was an elecrri-
cal engineer for Rayrheon Corp. 
1970s 
John F. Malley '70 (Tau Kappa Epsilon) of 
Wesrborough, Mass., died March 2, 2005, of 
amyorrophic lareral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's 
disease). He earned an MBA ar WPI in 1985 
and worked for New England Elecrric 
Sysrems for 27 years, retiring as a vice presi-
denr. His wife, Judirh, survives him. 
Robert A. Dorf '72 of Norfolk, Va., died 
March 14, 2005 . He rerired from rhe U.S. 
Army as a major wirh 21 years of service, 
and rhen worked as a computer systems 
analyse for 20 years. He is survived by hi 
wife, Deborah. 
Thomas J. Tracy '72 (Phi Kappa Thera) 
of Uxbridge, Mass., died Feb. 3, 2005, of 
bladder cancer. He leaves his wife, Maureen 
(O 'Mara). Tracy earned an MBA from WPI 
in 1996 and served as vice presidenr of 
Srevenson and Assoc. for 15 years. The 
Thomas J. Tracy WPI GMP pirir Award 
was esrablished in his memory by rhe gradu-
ate managemenr programs ar WPI. 
George R. Harris '73 of Andover, Mass., 
died Feb. 16, 2005. A mechanical design 
engineer, he worked for AEG/Modicon Inc. 
and Schneider Auromarion. He leaves his 
children and his new-found love, Mary Ann 
Harrison. 
Stanley I. Goldfarb '75 (M.S., CS '78) of 
Hudson, Mass., died Feb. 12, 2005 . A former 
sofrware engineer for Digiral Equipmenr 
Corp., he leaves his wife, Janice (Dumas). 
Clarence G. Winternheimer '75 (Ph.D.) 
of Evansville, Ind., died Dec. 11, 2004. A 
rerired professor of elecrrical engineering, 
he raughr for 39 years ar his undergraduate 
alma macer, rhe University of Evansvi lle. 
His wife, Agnes, survives him. 
1980s 
Margaret A. Davis '80 (MM) of Marble-
head, Mass., died Feb. 15, 2005, ar age 69. 
A former reacher and chair of rhe marhemar-
ics deparrmenr ar Concord-Carlisle High 
School, she lacer joined rhe Massachuserrs 
Deparrmenr of Educarion, where she devel-
oped ESL and special needs programs. She 
leaves five children. 
Patricia M. Monterio '80 of Forr Collins, 
Colo., died Ocr. 29, 2004, afrer a nine-
monrh barde wirh cancer. She leaves her 
husband of five years, Jim Whalen. Monrerio 
earned an MBA ar Pepperdine Universiry 
and worked as a financial planner in Maine 
before moving ro Colorado in 1995 ro enjoy 
backcounrry skiing and hiking. Ar rhe rime 
of her dearh, she was a business developer 
for Hewlerr-Packard. 
Edward 0. Thayer '84 (SIM) of Ardeboro 
Falls, Mass., died Dec. 19, 2004. He was 
61. A retired supervisor for Cumberland 
Engineering, he leaves his wife, Maureen 
(Dolphin) . 
Nathaniel Keith 
Memorial Fencing Fund 
The family of Nathaniel G. Keith 'O 1 
Obituaries 
1990s 
Peter F. Bastien '96 (M.S., CS) of Dallas 
died while hiking in Big Bend Narional Park 
in Texas in June 2004. A lieurenanr com-
mander in rhe U.S. Navy Reserve, he served 
in rhe Persian Gulf during Operation Deserr 
Srorm. He lacer worked for MIT's Lincoln 
Laborarory and EM Solurions. He is sur-
vived by his parenrs, a brorher, and a sisrer. 
Carla M. (Caputo) 
Modderno '96 of 
Norrhbridge, Mass., died 
April 21, 2005, afrer a 
courageous barrle wirh 
leukemia. She leaves her 
husband, Jeffrey '95, and a 
daughrer. Modderno worked ar EMC Corp. 
before rhe birch of her daughrer. 
has established a fund in memory of Nate, 
a sabre fencer who represented the WPI 
Fencing Club in the 1999 and 2000 New 
England Championships. An avid outdoors-
man, Nate was killed in a skiing accident on 
Feb. 28, 2005. His obituary appeared in the 
Spring 2005 issue of Transformations. Coach David C. Brown (left) accepted a 
memorial plaque and gifts totaling $4,055, presented by Nate's father (right) 
and mother in a ceremony on May 13, 2005 . 
Further contributions to support Fencing Club activities may be sent to 
WPI, University Advancement, 100 Institute Road, Worcester, MA 01609 
(please mark "For Nathaniel Keith Fencing Fund"). 
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Accentuating the 
• negative 
Harold Black's 1927 invention, called the 
negative feedback amplifier, paved the way for 
routine long-distance telephone service by eliminating 
distortions that could reduce to gibberish the sound 
of a phone call amplified over and over again on its 
way across the country. 
Black at Bell Labs in 1941 with amplification equipment based on his negative 
feedback principle. (Reprinted with permission of Lucent Technologies lnc. / Bell Labs.) 
Among the numerous papers rhar Harold S. Black '21 left 
behind at his death in 1983, many of which were recently donated to 
the archives in WPI's Gordon Library, was a hardbound notebook in 
which he recorded tidbits of information he wanted to remember: 
checks he'd received, conversations he'd had, interesting articles he'd 
read. Here and there he also jorred down his thoughts. On Aug. 10, 
1982, he wrote: "HSB-There is always a better way." 
Ir was a firring motto for an engineer who, nearly six decades 
earlier, had solved the most vexing problem facing the young 
telecommunications industry, and in the process discovered one of 
the most important principles to emerge in electrical engineering 
during the twentieth century. Black's 1927 invention, called the 
negative feedback amplifier, paved the way for routine long-distance 
telephone service by eliminating distortions that could reduce ro 
gibberish the sound of a phone call amplified over and over again 
on its way across the country. 
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Black discovered that if a portion of an amplifier's output were 
fed back into the amplifier in negative phase, the inverted distortions 
would cancel out the distortions introduced by the amplifier. The 
negative feedback principle would find wide-ranging applications in 
industrial controls, computing, cybernetics, guidance systems, infor-
mation theory, and many other fields of engineering. In 1952, Black 
received rhe Scientific Award from the Research Corporation, with a 
citation that read, "Very few men have had the fortune to influence 
an entire field of human industry as profoundly as Harold S. Black." 
Over the years, the notion of negative feedback has become 
imbedded in disciplines well beyond engineering, including psychology, 
sociology, physiology, and ecology. In fact, negative feedback loops, 
where a product or action acts on an earlier stage of a process to 
reverse the direction of change, are found frequently in nature, where 
they help maintain equilibrium in biological systems. 
A career of fits and starts 
Black's epochal discovery occurred just six years after he graduated from 
WPI with a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering. A New Jersey 
native, he rook a job with the engineering department at Western 
Electric Company in New York City, a unit that would combine with 
AT &T's research department a few years later to form Bell Labs. 
Black's distinguished career got off to a rough start. "On my very 
first working day," he recalled years later, "I lost three sets of tools, then 
had the bottoms of my trousers burned off when I brushed against a 
battery. Not long after that, I made a wrong connection to a rack of 
transmission equipment and blew out dozens of vacuum rubes." 
As an apprentice engineer, Black was assigned tasks that he con-
sidered menial. He asked his supervisor if he could focus instead on 
high-quality amplifiers for long-distance telephone communications. 
"Of course," his boss told him, "provided you don't let it interfere 
with your work." 
Black's interest was understandable. One of AT&T's most press-
ing technical challenges was finding a way to transmit thousands of 
channels of phone calls coast to coa t, with minimal distortion. The 
company demonstrated the first transcontinental phone line in 1915, 
bur even with loading coils (which decreased signal loss) every eight 
miles and banks of vacuum rube repeaters, the quality of the sound 
was poor and the cost of a phone call was astronomical. 
To achieve economical long-distance phone service, AT&T 
would need to develop amplifiers of far greater quality than any then 
in use. Despite his boss's reluctance, Black was able to apply his keen 
mind to the problem. At first, working with Mervin Kelly, who 
would later head Bell Labs, he tried to build better vacuum rubes 
to reduce the distortions and instabilities they introduced. 
In 1923, when that approach had shown little promise, he 
began to think about the problem in a new way. Instead of reducing 
the distortion, he would try to remove it from the amplifier's output, 
leaving behind just the original, pure signal. His first solution, which 
won him the first of his 357 patents, was the- feed-forward amplifier. 
(Co ntinued on page 37) 
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Social Science and Policy Studies 
Expand what's possible for you. 
Are you looking to deepen your understanding 
of your profession? Are you ready to take your 
career to a new level? Or is now the right time 
to prepare for a brand new career? Whatever 
your reasons for continuing your education, 
WPI makes it possible. Take courses that match 
your interests, when and where it's convenient 
(daytime and evening classes are offered in 
Worcester, at satellite campuses in the Greater 
Boston area, and through distance learning) . 
Choose from among degree and certificate pro-
grams in 17 disciplines. Gain all the benefits of 
studying at one of the nation's top universities 
and learning from world-class faculty members 
and researchers who are helping shape the fields 
they teach. 
Learn more about graduate studies at WPI: 
(fjWPI On the Web: grad.wpi.edu By -mail: gse@wpi.edu Or call: 508-831-5301 
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Online at WPl-The Technology MBA 
Understand how technology and management define the future of business. Earn the MBA that 
makes a difference-to your career-to your life. Nationally ranked. Internationally accredited. 
Completely online-anytime, anyplace. Cl• . . . . 
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